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generation is less of a marti•
archal society than the one be- who appointed the court•mar-attend because he had to re-mainspector C. E. Swann of the fore it — at least in the case a review board in armyMe than 200 Negro and After contacting prominent of those bringing about social 
Communist captives in Vietal, by  with the children while his Memphis Police Department. s
business men. churches and changes. 
Nam could face the death pen- headquarters here and by thewife was out doing the Christ-
white children in Memphis and U.S. Court of Military Appeals,
Atkins,' Mrs. Leland Atkins Shelby County received assist- 
ally if the are tried and con-mas shopping. Honorees were Dr. 1.eland L. 
—well-wishers, the Bluff City The group was 44 per cent followed by the President's ap-Jaycees were able to provide male New Era Bautist; Edward L. victed.and 56 per cent female, 
Also Revs. Frank Briscoe, Y
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Shelby County community. 
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$17,000 Expected
For UNCF Report
Volunteer workers for the School, an additional $57 from
United Negro_ College Fund Booker T. Washington High
Scampaign reported $1.093.24 at chool (Washington's total is
now $222.50), and an additionallast week's report meeting and $5 from Douglas Elementary
pushed the total raised to dateifor a total of $84.25.
to $15,690.40. I Howard Sims (general), $35
A final report meeting has including $25 from The Memphi-
been scheduled for Tuesday,ans, Inc.
night, Jan. 4, starting at 7:30i Mrs. Alzora Haste (refired
in the LeMoyne College faculty!city teachers), an additional $5
lounge. , 'for a total of $45.
"I am hopeful of reaching the Melvin Conley (general), $50
$17,000 mark at the final seg. from Kappa Alpha Psi Alumni
sion," said Squire H. T. Lock- Chapter.
ard, general chairman of the Mrs. Cora I. Reid (Seventh
drive. Day Adventist Church), an ad-
Reporting last week were: ditional $5 for a total of $20.
Miss Harry Mae Simons, chair- Contributions from business
man of the City School Teach-ifirms received at teMoyne last
ers Division, $83 from Grant week for .the fund amounted to
School, $W from Florida Streeti$82.5.24.
Awards Ceremony
Draws Huge Crowd
Not everyone cited for a Dis-
tinguished Service Award by
the Men's Fellowship of Second
Congregational church w a s
sent for the occasion on
day night, Dec. 21. but
every seat in the sactuary was
filled with honorees. relatives
and well-wishers. Some chairs
had to belslaced tn the aisle.
None of the officers and exe-
cutives of the NAACP appeared
to ge4 their awards, and Rev
John Charles Mickle, pastor of
Second Congregational Church.
carried the certificates to each
person's marks added by Atty. A. A. Negroes, especially those involv• Survey conclusions were bas-
Rev. Miclde said he was satissLatting. vie, president of the - - - -•
fied that there was no organiz-, Men's FelThwship.
ed boycott of the ceremony on
MAYOR PRESENTthe part of the missing ones cit-
ed, and that it was merely a Among the guests present for
coincidence. the service were Mayor William
B. Ingram, lr., Commissioner
we have got to come up with
some new tools."
Music for the program was
sung by the Melrose High school
glee club directed by Miss Viola
Flowers and Mrs. Laura Etta
Jones as accompanist, and
Mrs. Mertis Ewell who sang
,"Exodua" ,Ernot Gold and,
"Climb Every Mountiin" by
Rogers and Hammerstein. She
was accompained at the piano
by Omar Robinson.
Awards were distributed by
Floyd Campbell, principal of
Melrose High School; and re-
Hunter Lane, Jr , and Asst
Chief W. W. Dilkirsson and In
SANTA CLAUS' HELPERS — Loading up a
truck load of toys on a rented truck for de-
livery to children in low income families
are members of the Bluff City Juidur Cham-
ber of Commerce. Getting ready to Play
assistants to St. Nick are, from left, Free•
man Lester, Harrel C. Moore, project chair-
man; Norval Powell, project co-chairman,
and Rufus Jones. The project is an annual
one for the Bluff City Jaycees. (Withers
Photo)
egro ivotners Losing
Domination In Home: SCLC
her home, a survey conducted
Results of the surNey wereby the Southern Christian Lead- announced by SCLC's Citizen-
crship Conference has revealed. ship Education Department at
The survey found that the the Penn Community Center,
present generation of Southern Frogmore, S. C.
ek-
ATLANTA. Us.-  The Negro ed in bringing., about social
mother is losing domination thane. is less of a matriarchal
icty than the one hcforeI •
Local Jaycees Play
Santa To 200 Kids
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
15c
Ministers Back NAACP
On Anti-Poverty Stand
Reports that Negro ministers
in Memphis and Shelby County
- are opposed to the stand which
111 the NAACP has taken regardingthe local anti-poverty program
are not true, according to Jesse
,H. Turner, pr#Sidetit - Of the
branch, and to prove the point,
the organization has a list of
names of pastors who support its
five-point program.
"A number of ministers and
ministers' organizations have
indicated their whole-hearted
support of (1) an independent
,and broadly based Community
IAction Committee composed of
,
representatives from organiza-
tions, groups and target areasi
selected in a democratic man-
ner," Mr. Turner explained.
The ministers also want "a
committee with absolute authori-
ty to select its chairman and
staff," he added.
MINISTERS AND CHURCHES
"These ministers feel that it
is essential for organizations
and groups historically concern-
ed with poverty and the poor
people from the target areas of
poverty to have the absolute
right to select their representa-
tives," Mr. Turner said.
Organizations supporting the
NAACP's position include the
CME Ministers' Alliance. AME
ninisters' Alliance, Methodist
Ministers' Alliance, Whitehaven
s Distriet Aspociation (Baptist),ed largely unrin rvala/naea ' 
s
'"91F-. the Union Progressive Bittitistparticipants in a tan designed to(
. . !Association, and the Riverside
H. Bryant, St. Paul and Pales-
tine AME churches; William
Camper, St. John AME; S. H.
Champion, Mt. Joyher and
'Brown Baptist; David S. Cun-
ningham, Mt. Pisgah CME;
Charles-,C! Daniels, Brown Cha-
pel AME; W. M. Fields, Jr.,
Vollentine Baptist; J. T. Free-
man, St. James Baptist; F. G.
Garrett, presiding elder of
South Memphis AME district;
R. C. George, Jr., Pillow St.
,CME; James L. CI . • Provi-
Idence AME; H. II. harper, St.
MatthewB ti.t.
' And Rev. S. H. Herring, St.
Paul Baptist: N. R. Holmes,
Beulah Baptist; B. L. Hooks,
Greater Middle Baptist; S. W.
Houston, Greeer Chapel AME:
Delphine Irby, Wayman Chapel
AME, H. Ralph Jackson AME
church official; J. E. James,
presiding elder of North Mem-
phis AME district; E. H John-
son, Little Rock Baptist; E. M.
!Johnson, Shady Grove Baptist;
Gailor King, Faith Temple Bap-
tist; and S. B. Kyles Monumen-
tal Baptist.
MORE MINISTERS
Others are Revs. J. M. Law-
son, Jr , Centenary Methodist;
T. C. 1.ightfoot, Mt. Olive CME
Cathedral; W. L. Linsey, Pillow
St. Baptist; Leroy Mack, Mt. Si-
nai AME; B. W. Marshall, E.
Martin, St. AndrewAME:
John . Mickle, Second Congre-
Igational; Mina, Caatalit
Baptist; M. E. Mitchell, Lex-
ingtonCircuit AME; L M
Kinney. Pleasant Green Baptist:
A. L. McCargo, Slem Gilfield
Baptist; E. V. McGhee, Greater
'Mt. Zion Baptist; L. D. McGhee.
St, John and Macedonia Bap-
tist; R. L. McRae, Ward Cha-
pel AME; H. C. Nabrit, First
Baptist Lauderdale, R. W. Nors-
Iworthy, Mt. Moriah Baptist:
Loyce Patrick, New Tyler AME
Miller Peace, Avery Chapel
AME; Cleophus Person, Wright
Chapel AME: M E. Pleasure,
New Testament Baptist, and
M. V. Reed, Hickman Temple
AME.
And Revs. J. C. Richardson,
Benjestown AME Circuit; Rich
Richardson, Mt. Olive Baptist;
H. Robinson, Mt. Moriah and
Lake Grove Baptist; D. M. Sim-
mons, Golden Methodist; V. A.
Smit h, Washington Chapel
CME; H. L. Starks, St. James
AME; N. Charles Thomas CME
director of Christian Education:
James Truehart, Prince of
Peace Baptist: W. L. Varnado,
retired minister; Louis a Wake-
field, Salem Baptist; I. A. Wal-
ker, St. Mark AME; Eugene
Waller, Cummings St. Baptist;
Melvin Whitson, Arlington AME
Circuit; A. R. Williams, Greater
White Stone Baptist: F. E. Wil-
liams, Mt. Moriah Baptist: J.
W. Williams, Lane Ave Baptist;
Louis Williams, White Chapel
AME, Jarrett C. Atkins, Em-
manuel Episcopal and J. R.
Boyd, A. B. Ballard, 0. C. Cri-
yens, Progressive Baptist; Per-
ry F.L-Joites; NNW, 'S. A.
Owen, Metropolitan Baptist; F.
T Sanders and .1 F Turner.
2 Army Sergeants
Could Face Death
Business kept some away, he
said, and one honoree could not
measure
and to gather demographic!Baptist Association.
Dr Robert L, Green, educa- •they represent who signed the
Ministers and the churchesdata.
from Michigan State University, 
statement affirming their sup-firma! psychologist on leave
who heads the SCLC department c/In
port of the NAACP in its stand
gummed up survey findings thu'llare Revs. R. H. Anthony, New
the anti-poverty  program
"To the extent that the 
per:Halliburton Baptist; John C.way:
sonnet exaniined here are rep. 
Bachtin, Macedonia Baptist;
resentative of leaders of 
theCreed Ashurst, Galilee AME;
Southern Negro community, it 
E. Paul Beavers. New Allen
would seem that the most recent 
AME; Russell L. Beckett. Mt.
Olive AME; Charles W. Blount,
Shiloh Baptist; Dave Bond, New
Bethel Baptist; B. R. Booker,
Sr., Mt. Zion AME, and H. Boy-
king. Mt. Herman AME.
BAPTISTS AND METHODISTS
ly-'including approval by the Pre GiftsSeventy-one per cent of the Kincaid Dies
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The two Army sergeants ac-
cused of aiding the enemy while
sident, before a sentence could
he carried out against staff
in Civil Rights." and Dr. Charles L. Dinkins. As a result of several weeksfcroject chairman, Norval Pow- f 
Sets. Claude D. McClure of
. 
Chattanooga, Tenn., and George
And Felton Earls, John NV. able to collect a pick-up 
E. Smith of Chester, W.Va.
n writing e '. . .
truckhIones, arrangements, and M. L.Imale 4. si years.
All participants were local0. Z. Evers, Mrs. Ophe- load of toys and clothing to dis-Haywood, contact man, 
ager for athletics at Tennesseesase, explained the differencelion, Mr. Wilmore said thei ' *
Founding Fathers lost their Evans,
RIPLEY. Tenn, — Members
of human rights, and it was not
chance to deal with the problem - • ! •
Dr. Waiter W. Gibson, H. A. mally be wihout such gifts dur- i teered to help in family con- change. 
as morning
Ilthbeetwehenaragechnafrg,e.aoidf itnrgeasthoen and 
nc o the family of the late Mrs.
ha Flowers Solomon Garrett tribute to those who would nor-t Among the men who volun- leaders concerned with social d • in Nashville fol-
State university, died last Sun-
until the Emancipation Procla- Gilliam, Mrs. Joan W. Golden, ing the holiday. tacts were Mrs. Vivian Baker. In effect, the survey showed lowingMr. Kincaid was well known Special Services troopers.
a long illness. Iemy" brought against the two
Laura Givens are appreciativeEugene C. Hagler, Rev. H. H. Providing toys for young chil-Miss }label Walton, Mrs. Nelliemation was signed that the Gov- that the manliness of Negro in the Memphis area for pro- Treason is 
punishable under
Harper, Mrs. Ernestine Hayes, dren has been annual pro-Tate, Mrs. Willette Humphrey, 
. . motional work he had done for Article III of the Constitution of the gifts that have been do-ernment showed that it was
males increases as jobs and op -Jr., Louis B. Hobsject for the organization foribirs. Hazel Lee. Miss Kathie,concerned with the rights of Ne-IT. If. Hayes.
more than 10 years Tsu, and had been on the A&I!son George L. Holloway, Judge Gavin and Miss Anita Weinmansportunities open to Negroes. staff for a number of years.
Before a death sentence can
be carried out, however, there
must be reviews by the officer
Honor
•
But following the Civil War,
he said, the Government grew
tired of its responsibilities, and
as it turned its back on the Ne-,
gro, hate groups such as the;
Ku Klux Klan sprang up be.,
tween the years of 1882 and 1900.
Mr. Wilmore said that it was
not until World War II that the
U.S. became concerned about
democracy at home, and that
concern was culminated by the
enactment of the 1964 Civil
Rights law.
LIGHT CANDLES
The speaker cited a few of
the areas covered by non-dis-
criminatory laws, and said that
persons finding bias in these
areas should file complaints to
have such practices eradicated.
The Government cannot do the
job, he said, without help from
its citizens.
"Rather than curse the dark-
ness," Mr. Wilmore said, "each
of you can light a candle by
spreadine the word about the
Civil '.14hts Act to those who
do not Liderstand
One big problem, he said is
what to-do about the scars that
have been left by a century of
injustice. 
--
"We have come up with some
new tools. We are living in a
rapidly changing world, and al-
though the Negro is runn7ng
faster and faster he is getting
further behind," he added "and
Cotton, Robert J. Crawford,
Mrs. Mattie Crossley, Rev. Ed-
die Currie, Mrs. Ruby Das is
Their benefactors, playing the Members working with the
role of Santa Claus' helper, Project for the 1965 holiday were
were members o the Bluff Citylf Freema nLester, president of
Junior Chamber of Commerce.lthe chapter; Harrel C. Moore,'
of planning, the members were ell, project co-chairman; Rufus
Ben L....Hooks, Atty. Odell Hor- -
ton, Mrs. Catherine F. Howell,
Elder Blair T. Hunt, Mrs
' 
Cal I
verta Ishmael, Frank R. Kil-
patrick. Atty. A. A. ',fitting,'
Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr..I
Lt. George W. Lee. Robert S
Lewis, Atty. H. T. Lockard and
,
Rev. Roy Love.
MORE HONOREES
Also Rev. J. A. McDaniel,
Thomas Marshall, T. C. Mat-
thews, Mrs. Gwendolyn Mit
chell. Leonard Mitchell, War-
ren Moore, Rev. S. A. Owen,
i William F. Owon, Dr. Hollis
F. Price. Bishop A. E. Reed,
Dr. E. W. Reed. Mrs. Frede-
tick Rivers. Mai George L.
Robinson. Wendell Robinson,
Rev. P. L. Rowe, Whittier A.
Sengstacke, Dr. John Smith,
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, Dr. Vas-
co A. Smith, Jr., Mrs. Callie L. W.
Stevens, Mrs. Odis Strong and
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr
Others were Jesse H. Turner;
Sr.. R . J. Turner, Lewis H.
Twigg, Jr.. Mrs. R. Q. Venson,
A. Maceo Walker, .Joseph West-
brook. Harold J. '4'haluni. Mrs.
Helen Whatum. Henry B. White,
Atty. S. A. Wilbun, Nathaniel
D. Williams, Percy H. Williams,
Rev. E. W. Williamson, Atty. A.
W. Willis,-Jr., Jacques Wilmore.
James L. Wright and Robert
Wright, Jr.
A reception was given for the
honorees in Love Hall follow-
ingl the program in the church.
DISTINGUISHED AWARD WINNERS — Following an
Awards Program at Second Congregational church, four
other recipients got together with the speaker Jacques Wil-
more during the ieception held in Love Hall. From left
are Atty. S, A, Wilbun, assistant city attorney; Atty. C. 0.
Horton, assitant U.S. attorney, Mr. Wilmore, regional di•
maks were employe.:; 50 ner
cent of the females had job'
Tr.c average age for the tsis'es T
was 22 years, and ,or the fe-
enn A&I Memory Of Mrs.
C. F. Kincaid, business man- The Army, discussing their •Laura
...... 
.... 
•••••1,,,•4•4 011,4,0%,(04.,
s.
rictor of. the U.S. Civil Rights Commission office; and
Percy Ii. Williams, parole officer with the Tennessee State
Division of Probation and Pholfs. Standing in back ls Atty.
Arthur T. Bennett, assistant state attorney general. (Withers
Photo) 
• • ... .
and Title XVIII, section 2381, of
the U.S. Code, which says that
"whoever, owing allegiance to
the United States, levies war a-
gainst them or adheres to theiri
enemies, giving them aid and
comfort within t h e United
States or elsewhere, is guilty of
treason . .
Army lawyers noted that
treason requires "adhering" to
the enemy in addition to giving
aid and comfort. Thete atsn
must be testimony of two wit-
nesses to an act of treason or
a confession in open court.
McClure and Smith were
charged under Article 104 of
the Uniform Code of Military
Justice. A person guilty under
this article As one who "(t)
aid am., comfort. There also
enemy with arms, ammunition,
supplies, money, or other things;
or (2) without proper autho-'
rity, knowingly harbors or pro-I
Itereis or gives intelligence to, orcommunicates or corresponds
with or holds intercouese with
the enemy, either directly or
Indirectly . . .
Article 104 does not require
that an individual "adhere" to
the enemy.
The U.S. Court of Military
Appals has held that making
speeches, giving talks srici
writing articles' for the enemy
as a prisoner of war or other
wise may be a violation of ar-
ticle 104, the Army said.
Conviction under this provi•
sion carries a death sentence,
"or such under punishment as,
a court-martial or militaryl
commission may direct."
Givens
nated in her memory, accord-
ing to one of the family. Mrs.
Mary Lake.
Mr and Mrs Clark Barnett
have given ten dollars in cash
and a book, "Let's Travel in
Mexico," to the Lauderdale
High school library in her mem-
ory.
Dr. and Mrs. Parks Walker
received a citation from the
American Medical Association
Education and Research Foun-
dation after giving. a gift in her
memory.
No Murders Are
Reported During
Xmas Weekend
Fot the first Urne in several
years, no holiday murders were
reported in the Memphis Negro
community for the Christmas
season.
Reporters- who have the police
station as their heat found
a dearth of news when they
came to work after the Yule-
tide holiday, and the only news
to report was of minor incidents
—including several burglaries.
Insp, E C. Swann, who had
been expecting a buss' weekend
for himself and his officers in
the Homicide Bureau, said ser-
ibus crimes took a slump for
the first time in a number of
years.
When it comes to reporting
murders, no news is considered
good news — for all concerned•
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otebad**aaes. :Army Dope
Leda:710 Editolo- Smuggler May
Be In Danger
Dear Mr. Editor:: . a bright tomorrow. At the end COLUMBUS, Ga. — (UPI) —of the program, greetings were
Please accept ' sincere extended to the audience by The attorney for an Army war-
thanks for the aseinent publici- mayor William Ingram and rant officer accused of smug-gling $100 million worth of hero.1ty your paper gave to the Dis-
tinguished Awards Program
held at Secorid Congregational
Church on Tuesday evening.
December 21, 1965, uncier lAw
auspices of the Men's Fellow-
Men Conder had the opportunl-ship. A capacity audience was hostesses: Mrs. Silas P. Wash-,,,, te get out on $100,000 ball "I
'resent. A copy of the printed ington, Mrs. Charles Nicholas, would - advise him not to getprogram is enclosed in this let- Mrs. Jerry Johnson, Mrs. John out "ter. The guest speaker was in- Charlees Miciae, Mrs. Edwin' •Ray, known in these Partstroduced by Dr. Alvin Ks T. Prater, and Mrs. Alvin K.i
Smith. A copy of the list 
.O1 Smith. Mr. Silas P. Washington
persons receiving awards is ell
-is president of the Men's Fel-
closed. Through. an oversight,tlowship.
the names of the fol-
lowing persons were omitted:
Mrs. Melba Briscoe, Member,
Memphis Art Commission; Mr.
Carl W. Stotts, Driver, Mem-
phis Fire Department; Mr.
Donald E. Thomas, Member,
City Board of Adjustment. Dur-
ing the program, the names of
all persons receiving awards r%
were read and the positions Persistence
they held by Mr. Silas Washing-
ton, Mr. Lonnie Briscoe, Mr.
Edwin Prater, and Dr. Alvin
Smith, Mr. Floyd Campbell pre-
sented the awards to each per-
son and Mrs. Hollis F. Price
gave each recipient a gold rib-
bon and a pin to be used for
identification at the reception
that followed the program at
Love Hall.
Atty. A.A. Letting was Mas-
ter of Ceremonies. Guests were
met at the doors of the 'church
by Mr. hioyse Jones, Mr. Jerry
Johnson, Mr. Edwin Prater,
Mr. Taylor Hayes, Mr. George
Stevens, and Mr. Merriweather
Rogers, Jr. Mr. Jacques Wil-
more, Regional Director of the
U.S. Civil Rights Commission,
gave a great and inspiring
address in which he called upon
the leaders of the Negro corn.
munity to light more candles
to dispell the darkness before
Commissioner Hunter Lane, Jr
A reception followed at Love
Hall — co-chaired by Dr. Hollis
F. Price, and Mr. Edwin Prater,
of the Men's Fellowship with'
the following persons serving as
Sincerely yours,
(The Reverend)
John Charles Mickle
Pastor
Second Congregational Church
December 24, 1965
Pays Off For
Gunman In N. C.
RALEIGH, N.C. — (NP!) —
If at first one doesn't succeed,
according to an old truism, one
Should try again. That was Rob-
ert Edward Tillman's philoso-
phy, but he overdid it.
Tillman tried unsuccessfully
to carve a piece out of Roosevelt
Thatcher, 42, during a heated
argument in a local tavern. He
was thwarted and found him-
self ejected forcibly by other
patrons. He came back and Si
twice more was evicted.
The fourth time, however,
Tillman returned with a pist
and pumped six shots into his' A-WiTe
a .1
adversary. None were fatal as
Thatcher was reported in satis-
factory condition in Wake Me-
mnrial Hospital.
In in to the United States apparl
ently fears for his client's life.'
This was the indicatien gives
by veteran criminal lawyer Jett
Ray who said that even if Her-
or his defense 01 Domietne an
narcotics suspects. held a news
conference at the Muscoget
County Jail after federal author-
ities refused to allow Conder to
meet newsmen himself.
"We have discussed ball, but
I have made no effort to get
it," said Ray. He then indicat-
ed that Conder's life might be
In danger at the bands of hi*
alleged accomplices in the inter
national dope smuggling ring.
Conder was arrested Monday
when 209 pounds of rim heroin
was found packed in plastic ;
bags in a small shack behind'
his trailer. Narcotics agents i
said the warrant office- -hipped I
the heroin from France to thel
Urdted States in a freezer that
was included among his person.
al effects the Army brought
home for him.
Ray. who has been practising
here for 45 years, said the 3.h
year- 'd saeeer soldier had been
a victim of "bad companions
and poor judgment — nothing,
more."
'Stop & Go' service for
workers and shoppers!
,
do Ism t wire
and union ARVIN
fashion specialists in sizes
ft to 60 and 161/2 to 321/
pastel crepe
canton',
111.011
elites 1111/1 to 261/2
you'll 4,4 year
loveliest through the
Holiday season and
into Spring in this
charming acetate and
rayon crepe costume
al soft pastels .
leaf applique out-
lined in matching
satin decorntes
both dr•ss and
jacket ... fire skirt
is gored for .smooth
fit . . . choose
dusty rose or aqua.
gift "'rapped FRES
lai ISOV/NTOWN • ee S. MAIN • 127.4135
UNION AU. * 1912 UNION • 274-3159
MAIL, ORDERS: &Si E0c post.
'q pita 4% for Temeesee de-
aillweitinwenAmma
, *f
STOUT SHOPPE
• ••11.011111,....
4
ashes
To Death
DETROIT (UPI) — A man
I slashed his former wife to death
l and seriously wounded her boy
friend late Friday night, police
said. Deputies shot the man
down as he charged them bran-
dishing his bloodstained hunting
knife.
The knifings erupted from an
argument while the estranged
couple were having a Christmas
eve drink together, officers
said.
Macomb County Sheriff's
deputies said Joyce Marie Sz-
yszla, 28, was slashed seven
times, once in the heart, by
Stanley Edward SAYssla. 30, in
a fight touched "off by an argu-
ment over custody of the
couple's four children, aged 1
to 10 The children were sleep-
DOLLS FOR GOODFELLOWS — The Fu-
tare Homemakers of America chapter at
Porter Junior high school dressed 'Ohne 60
dolls for the Goodfellow Charity organiza-
tion before the Christmas recess, and du-
dents with the dolls are Beatrice Barton
end Paulette Gordon. Standing at right is
Mrs. Ann Franklin Benson, chapter advisor.
Dolls were obtained from Goldsmith's
(Hooks Bros. Photo)
e oyne To Recieve Grant
or A History
The U. S. Office of Educationi
has approved a joint proposal
from LeMoyne College and
Southwestern at Memphis call-
ing for a. grant of $47,095 which
will Make posible -an NDEAsin-
stitute in the field of history for
40 high school teachers next
summer.
Presenting the proposal were
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, profess-
or of history at LeMoyne, and
Dr. John Hemphill II, associate
professor of history at South-
western. They will serve as
co-directors of the six-week in-
stitute June 26-Aug. 5.
In their proposal, the two
professors said: "We feel that
Southwestern and LeMoyne can
make a real contribution to
raising the educational horizons
in the Mid-South by sponsoring
an NDEA institute . . . aided
specifically at improving the
teaching of United States his-
tory at the advanced placement
level in the high school . . . and
especially at stimulating the in-
troduction of such courses on
a wider scale by training or re-
training superior high school
teachers of American history to
teach college level work in the
final years of high school."
BOTH SCHOOLS
The institute will be conduct-
ed at Southwestern and Le-
ing in a nearby room during the Moyne.
fight. Enrollment for the institute
Institute
least a bacculaureate degree
from an approved institution
and should be currently teach-
ing advanced placement Ameri-
can history or the most accele-
rated American history course
currently offered at the high
school level in their school sys-
tem. They must be recommend-
ed fo the institute by their
principal, supervisor, or super-
intendent and must file with
their application a brief stating
why they desire to participate
in the insitute.
A selection committee will
pick the 40 participants as well
as 28 alternates
Participants will attend class-
es and take meals at South-
western on Mondays through
Thursdays. They will be at Le-
Moyne on Fridays. Dormitory
students will live at Southwest-
is expected to include 20 par-
ticipants from the metropolitan
region of Memphis, 10 from the
rest of the Mid-South area and
10 more from the station at
large. associate professor of history at
Participants must hold at University of Georgia, part-
time instiuctor; Mrs. Allen
Smith, teacher of American
history at Central High, con-
sultant; and Mrs. Mary F.
Thomas, secretary to the regis-
trar at LeMoyne, secretary.
ern.
Other than Doctors Hemphill
and Johnson, the institute staff
will include Miss Maury Harch
ing, program. director of the
Memphis Adult Educatinn tent-
er at Southwestern, adminis-
trative assistant; Douglass Hat-
field, instructor in history at
Southwestern, full-time instruc- tor will be elected next month
tor; Dr. Granville D. Davis,
professor of history and dean of
continuing education at South-
western, part-time instructor;
Dr: Willard B. Gatewood Jr.,
Farmer
To Leave
CORE Post
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
James Farmer, a nat lo n a 1
director of the Congress of Ra
cial Equality (CORE) will re-
sign March 1 to head a new $50
million program designed to
provide educational and job
train.ng for the poor, it was an-
nounced Sunday.
The new organization, to be
financed by federal and pri-
vate funds, will be known as
the Center for C.'cmmt:ait:,. Ac-
tion Education Inc., CORE
spokesman Greg Harris said.
Harris said a new CORE direc-
Is The Coup The Path Of Africa?
By GEORGES WEEKS
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Is Africa becoming as prone as
Latin America to military inter-
vention in politics?
This is a question of some
pertinence in the closing week
ot a year in which:
Army commanders ousted
presidents .n coup d'etats in
Algeria June 19, the Congo
Nov. 25, and Dahomey Nov. 29.
— Army mutineers partici-
pated in, and were executed for,
an abortive Oct. 19 coup againeti
King Mwambutsa IV of Burun-i
di.
— In other countries, disci-
plinary action was taken
against military officers for
earlier political intervention.
A British expert on the role
ef the military in politics ob-
served that only four Latin
American republics escaped
military inteevention in politics
between 1945 and 1960.
William F. Guttridge, senior
'scturer from 1949 to 1963 at
Sandhurst Royal Military Aca-
demy in England, said in his
book, "Military institutions and
power in the new states,":
"The sporadic outbreaks of
minor military intervention in
African polities are not to be
taken. except perhaps in the
Congo, as indicating a univer-
sal proneness to the historical
malaise of Latin America."
The interventions in the Con-
go, Dahomey and Algeria oc-
curred after the book's publi-
cation and they were hardly mi-
nor. But experts on Africa still
maintain that African military
officers lack the political so-
phistication a n d inclination
toward intervention that has
been seen in Latin America.
Gutteridge said the armed
forces in Africa "may well in-
tervene in,polities in conjunc-
tion with other elements, per-
haps from the police and civil
service, but they are /unlikely
to be able to consolidate their
positions and establish military
regimes." This was the case in
Africa as military leaders in-
stalled civilian cabinets after
everthrowing existing govern•
meats this year.
He warned, however, that the
political leader must contend
with the probability that the
armed forces may become, In
effect, political parties.
hew DAISY; HELD OVER
2ND BIG WEEK
First Mid-South Showing ! !
HERB ALTMAN DARES TO PRESENT
THE MOST POWIRFUL FILM OF THE YEAR?
ADULTS ONLY! ADMISSION 75c
•
When Col. liouari Buumedis
enne ousted sdgerian President!
Ahmed Ben Bella, he accused
him, among other things, ofl
"bad management of the na-,
tional heritage- and "dissipa-
tion of natisnal resources." '
Quarrels among civilian lead-
ers were factors in the militarjh
moves in Congo and Dahomey.
"Our political leaders are.
engaged in a sterile struggle to
grab power without considera-
tion of tht welfare of the citi-
zens," said Maj. Gen, Joseph
Mobutu in toppling President
Kasavnbu. who engaged in ri•
valry with former Premier
Moise Tshombe.
In Dahomey, army chief-of-
More Boycotts
As Southern
Tension Rises
NATCHEZ, Miss. — Tensions
ran high in Natchez and Fay-
ette, Miss, as Negroes prepared
to resume the boycott demon-
strations of downtown stores.
The Christmas Eve march of
400 Negroes in downtown Fay-
ette, in support of the "Black
Christmas" proved so success-
ful that merchants fear they
will have to close down their
stores unless business picki up.
After a two-day lull as a re-
sult of the Christmas holidays,
demonstrations will esculate,
says Charles Evers, head of
Mississippi's NAACP.
Similar demonstrations on
Christmas Eve were called off
because of a heavy rainstorm
which cut down an expectee
2,1109 persons to 75.
Dec. 27th marks a new be-
ginning of boycott:: which will
continue until white merchants
bend to desegregation demands,
Evers said.
The white buy-in organized
attempt to counteract the ef-
fects of the Negro boycott fail-
ed, but it resulted in an incident
involving a Negro picket and a
segregationist white counter
picket. This brought about a
temporary racial truce which
ibegan Dec. 3 but ended Dec.
72 when Cie 23 stores who had
agreed to employ or upgrade
Negro workers, failed to do so.
Evers charged police with
violating their end if. tie bar-
gain by using force to arrest
Negroes during the flare-up. He
demanded that the two uniden-
tified &'--- h. are&
4
Washington
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BY KosEMARIE BROOKS
Demo Committee Cuts Staff
Amidst the "Merry Christmas and Happy New Year"
cards, a joker was slipped in the deck when 40 staff mem-
bers at the Democratic National Committee were told that
'at the beginning of the year" the committee will help them
find jobs elsewhere.
The reason?- The Democrats are in debt. No money to
meet the payroll for the 85 people presently on the
staff. The current cutback will cause a reduction in staff to ap.
proximately 45.
At the present time, the national committee is in hock
for 3 million. All the current plans for funds go to the local
communitieS, say members of the committee.
With this cutback stands one significant fact: Only two
Negroes remain on the committee staff. They are Louis
Martin, and George Booker, the regional field director who
will be based in Atlanta by January 1.
Booker's move South is part of the economy parcel.
It is cheaper to operate in the South, an area he is con-
stantly being called from and traveling to.
r Oddly enough, the cutback which affects Miss Ethel
Payne, assistant' to Margaret Price, director of women's
activities, is a surprising one — both to Miss Payne and
Mrs. Price.
Mrs. Price hopes to ccnvince the committee to take an-
other view of the plan which will place her valuable assistant
elsewhere just 4 months from the big Democratic wo-
men's conference to be held at the Wastington Hilton.
But Miss Payne's value goes beyond the conference. She
and George Booker are the only two Negroes on the Com-
mittee who can communicate with the grassroots Negroes;
Martin's wide duties preclude this.
What happens to the role that Negro women have begun
to play? Is it possible that the Democrats are willing to
drift back to the nearly lily-white participating level the
party had prior to Miss Payne's arrival 3o2 years ago?
an interesting coincidence, both Booker and Miss Payne
are among the fortunate Democratic helpers. Many others
who worked in the campaign have simply faded from vim
not quite rewarded: Daisy Bates, James Mankins, Phyllis
Maddox, Alma Polk, and Andy Hatcher.
The biggest reward came to Howard Woods, former editor
of the St. Louis Argus now a top official at the U.S.I.A. Dr.
Tinsley Spraggins, a key man on voter registration in the
South found himself asked to remain in D.C. but later reports
indicated that he fosnd a berth at H.E.W.
"Actually, this cutback was due after the campaign.
Most of the people affected — and they are not fired; we will
help all of them get employment — have been on borrowed
time," said another spokesman.
Some of those who received this bit of holiday cheer,
fear that their plight might be similar to that of staff mem-
bers on the President's Committee on Equal Employment
Opportunity. Assured they would he placed, ablest so Gs them,
found themselves floating around jobless at the last minute.
Someone had failed to look after them. Even now, one pro-
minent individual is still looking for a permanent berth.
staff Gen. Chirstophe Soglo
ousted quarreling President
Sourbou Megan Apithy and vice
president and Premier Justin
Ahomadegbe and then installed
a provisiosal civilian govern-
ment to replace them. The two
men had been elected in 1963
after Soglo and labor leaders
ousted President Hubert Maga.
There were repercussions in
1965 over Africa's 1963 anti-
government plots
In the loory Coast in Janu-
ary, a former defense minister
was named in state security
court testimony as among These
involved in an August, 1963,
plot.
In Niger in May, a defense
official and a former army cap-
tain were among five men sen-
tenced to death for complicity
in a December, 1963, attempt to
'overthrow the governmint.
In Togo ;n July, President
'Nicolas Grunitzky decreed the
'early retirement" of Maj.
Emmahuel Bodjolle, an organ-
her of the January, 1963, coup
against President Sylvanus
Oympio, which resulted in
Grunitzky becoming president, ning popularity.
• • •
Major Memos: Look for Sam Westerfield, high ranking
economist at State Dept. to be promoted to envoy. Wester-field is as capable as Roger Wilins, who was just appointeddirector of the Community Relations Service.
Both appointments, however, are meant to appease theNegro community as the administration thinks seriously of
shifting the poverty program and overlooking a Negro as
,secretary of the new housing agency . . .
• • •
New faces at E.E.O.C.: Dr. Phyllis A. Wallace, a Phi BetaKappa from New York University who is now a research spe-cialist, was formerly at the Defense Department; George 0.Butler, a carry-over from the Hobart Taylor committee; andMrs. Gladys Uhl, education programs officer . . . EdwardD. Irons, private enterprise officer with AID., has publisheda book, "Organizing A New Community Bank," which hesays "is no different from organizing a neighborhood super-market" . . .
* • •
State Dept. lookoig for new personnel: Budget and fiscalofficers, general services officers, equipment and buildingservices specialists, personnel officers, and administrativeofficers.
Send a government application (form 37), which the CivilService Commission will mail to Eddie N. Williams, specialassistant, Office of Employment Practices, Room 7312, Dept.of State, Washington, D.C. 20520.
• , Prediction for 1:0;6: Vice President Hubert Humphrey willmeet greater skepticism from the Negro community than atany time in his career since 1948. Reason? Failure to hireexecutive Negroes`on his veep staff and his continual effortto seek other than Negro opinions first on Negro issues.Further prediction: It is likely-lhat in a battle betweenSen. Robert Kenneds and the veep, Sen. Kennedy will getmuch of his support based on the Humphrey failure, as wellh. .
POOR LESTER JR.!
Maddox Sr. Blames Reds
For Son's Burglary Caper
MARIETTA, Ga. — (UPI) — for having committed a crime1Segregationist Lester Maddox and there must never be any Monday blamed Communists acceptable justification for suchand the Civil Rights Act for acts, I feel that if our business!forcing his son into burglary. had not been lost or destroyedLester Maddox Jr., 21, postedjour family would have been,a total of $6,000 bond on two together and we would have es-counts of burglary and was re. taped tragedy," Maddox said,leased pendin disposition of
Maddox said his eldest sonthe case. He said he burglarized
the same appliance store twicelhas been operating a service
because he got tired of askingiata non since he closed the Pick-lits father for money. !rick reStaurant during the sum-
His father, a candidate for mer rather than obey a Federal
'governor in 1966, blamed his court order to serve all custo-
of mers. The elder Maddox hasscin'a troubles on the closing
since entered the furniture bush,his Pickrick restaurant. Mad-dox closed the place rather than liess•
serve Negroes Police in nearby Smyrna ar-
"Since my business was des- rested young Maddox Sunday(roved by my government and morning when they found him,the Communists,'" be said, "it inside a television and appli-!was necessary for my son tnance'stere. He admitted he by,go into a small business of his Merited the same store Nov. 5.1 e younger Maddox appear.o'Fin"Al." Ththough there is no excuse ed before criminal Judge Howen
4
Raven without an attorney and
waived a formal commitment
hearing. His parents, sister and
wife were with him.
He said he didAnot know how
a "big crook" felt, but he saidhe felt bad when he burglarized
e store.
"I'm glad I got caught," he
said. 'I think I will get straigh-
tened out.''
The elder Maddox said whenbe learned of his son's arrestit skits like a "tragedy worsethan death Las entered my life."
LOCKED
BARCELONA, Spain — (UPI)
-- Neighbors called the police
after they heard screams com-ing from the Sarria cemetery.
Firemen and a locksmith
rushed up to free five persons
who had been accidentallylocked in several hours earlier.
• A
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PARENTS AND CHILDREN — A large number of parents of children at-
tending Florida Elementary school were present for the Coronation Ball, and
here they are seen on the stage with the youngsters. Seated, from left, are
Alphonso Brown, Charles Underwood, Robert Hill, Alex Flagg, Robert Der-
den, Pearlie Mae Harris, "Miss Florida Elementary:" Penelope Brownlee,
Willie Jones, Jr., Cheryl Henry, Yosemont Strong, Podesta Owens, Adriane
Knight, Debbie Ewing, JoAnn Simmons, Bridgett Mondane, Peggy Scott and
Shirley Dorsey. On back row, same order, are Mrs. Wadie Williams Mrs.
Cora Uderwood, Mrs. Clara Hill, James Hill, Mrs. Georgia B. Flagg, Melvin
Derden, Mrs. Willie Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. Osa Cue Brownlee, Mrs. Willie
M. Jones, Sr., Mrs. Fletcher Henry, Mrs. Willie Mae Strong, Mrs. Deane
Owens, Mrs. Janie Knight Edward Knight, Mrs. Louise Ewing, Mrs. Ethel
Mae Simmons, Mrs. Margaret Mondane and Mrs. Julia Scott. (Witht-rs Photo)
Coronation Ball Precedes Yule Holiday At Florida
Santa Claus was with Royal- Elementary and the Lady
-m- Parent Boosters of Florida teacher, played the role of San- trative intern, presented Par-ty at Florida Elementary School N'aiting were Yosemont Strong, School worked for their chil. !a Claus. ents of the Royalty and theirjust before schools closed fot grade 4, daughter of Mr. and dren to receive these honors in Each winner was presented Court who also walked down hethe holidays, individually by Miss Chaney .asMrs. George Strong; Adrianie a sales contest. Each child in the red carpet and stood behindHe attended a gala Coronation Knight, grade 1, daughter pf.royal court received a gift from they walk down the red car-pet by 
thed 
e principal, Mrs. C. their chldren for whim theyBall at which Little Miss Pene- • S-nta The Lady-in-Waiting re-Mr. and Mrs. Edward Knight; ' • Lentz ho also present- had worked.lope Brownlee, first year non- ceived a walkie-talkie set; Miss Stevens,' ., Ewing, first year non- d• e flowers to Queen Penelope' The Coronation was Climaxedgradal, daughter of Mr. and f m d Florida Elementary, the kinggraded. daughter o .• r. an , and to Miss Florida Elementary, with a Ball at which everyoneMrs. Osa Cue Brownlee of 1641,
Kansas Street was crowned: television set.
Mrs. Zelle Ewing; Robert Der- and queen received a portable
• Pearlie Mae Harris, d a n c e d, including parents,Ia den ,grade 6, son of Mr. and • Mrs. Hattie Jackson, adminis- teachers and the principal.Queen of Florida School; Mas- Mrs. Melvin Derden; Bruce Parents who participated in ter Willie Jones, Grade 4, son Warr, grade 4, son of Mr. andlthe contest and their children -,
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie M. Jones, Mrs. Freddie Warr: Alex Flagg,1 were invited to attend the Roy-Sr., of 263 W. Burdock was grade 3 son of Mr. and Mrs. al Coronation Ball. Teachers
crowned King; Miss Pearlie Robert Flagg; Robert Hill forming the cominittee responsi-
grade 3, son of Mr. and Mrs.*e for the Ball were: third
James Hill and Peggy Scott, grade teachers, Miss Mary Ann'
grade 5, daughter of Mr. and Chaney, Mrs. Clarie Wright,
Mrs. Leslie Scott; Jo Ann Sim. Mrs. Ruth Carter, and Mrs.
mons, grade 6, daughter of Mr. Ruth Carter, and Mrs. Nlyldred
and Mrs. Mose S!mmons: Brid- King; second grade, Miss Dor-
get Mondane, grade 6, claugh- othy Sawyer; fourth grade, Mrs.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Un- Emily Jackson. Volunteer help- Manassas High school held honored.
derwood: Alphonso Brown, sec- ers were Mrs. Dorothy Brad-
ond year nongraded, son of ley and Miss Hazel Bonds of
Members of the Royal Court Mrs. Wadie Williams; and Shin. the fourth grade and Miss Oh -
who danced the Minuet for theley Dorsey, grade 4, daughter via Stone of the sixth grade.
king and queen, Miss Florida of Mr, and Mrs. Izear Dorsey. Wendell Fent, a sixth grade
Mae Harris, Grade 6, grand-
daughter of Mrs. Willie Fletcher
of 1148 Swan was named Miss
Florida Elementary School; and
Little Miss Cheryl Henry,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
C. Henry of 1616 Hanauer was
named Lady-in-Waiting to Queen
Penelope.
ROYAL COURT
No Payment 'Til March '66
Maytag Wringer Maytag Wringer Maytag Halo of
WASHER WASHER HEAT DRYER
Order by Phone
Immediate
Delivery
Big capacity round porcelain tub,
extra larg• wringer roll, I firm, 1
fl•xible, adjust to all fabrics.
Sediment trap captures dirt, power
kit agitator action.
Big capacity round porcelain tub,
•xtra large wringer roll, I firm, 1
flexible, adiust to all fabrics.
Sediment trap captur•s dirt, power.
fu) agitator action.
Moytag's Halo of Heat surrounds
clothes with gentle suer, h•ot,
ending hot spots. Big capacity
porcelain coated drum won't 'nog,
zinc coated co•iinsit protected
against rust.
$88 $138 $128
Wiar Trod. With Trod. kdoolol DE102
MAYTAG
DEPENDABILITY
6 great washers.. .with different features but
all with the same famous Maytag dependability
•
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Scholars, Artists And
Athletes Given Honors
Friday night, Dec. 17, and stu-
dents were cited for scholar-
ship, leadership and for excel-
lence in athletic competition.
Among the students honored
for scholarship were the Var-
sity' Scholars, members of the
Manassas chapter of the Na-
tional Honor Society, six fina-
lists in the National Achieve-
ment Scholarship Program,
members of the "Quiz 'Em on
the Air" team, and students
who drew illustrations for the
school's successful entry in the
Freedom Foundation's Awards
Contest for Schools.
Congratulations were extend-
ed to the band and choir mem-
bers for the many honors and
accolades they have brought to
the school.
The members of the track
team and the City Champion-
its annual Honors Program on INDIVIDUALS CITED
Students honored for 'scholar-
ship were Rommel Childress,
Frances Jones, Thurman North-
cross, Mary Robinson, Paula
Wooldridge, Rose Wooldridge,
Janis Hoskins, Bertha Atwater,
Violet Franklin, Sylvester West,
Diane Williamson and James
Wyatt.
Honorees in art were Percy
Moore, Adell Eggerson, Alvin
Johnson, George Archible. Roo-
sevelt Welder and Shirley
White.
Individual citations were also
given to four members of the
championship team, who made
All-Memphis. They were Char-
les Triggs, end; Wilbert Triggs,
quarterback. John Curtis,
guard, and George White, full-
back.
The speaker for the occasion
was Superintendent of Schools
ship football team were also E. C. Stimbert.
FARMER'S
MARKET
Store No. 1
2861 Lamar.
24 Hrs. Per Day
(We Never Close)
Store No. 2
2261 S. Bellevue
Open 6 A.M.
till Midnight
derings of the Israelites in the Intents and purposes, the newly
Wilderness and observed that emancipated Negroes were wan.
during these 40 years of wan- derers in a wilderness, and God
dering, the Israelites .were fed sent them ('hristian educators
by a hand and plan divine with from the North who wrought
manna from Heaven. !mightily and brought to an edu-
'cation-hungry people the manna
The manna would fall at night of. 
education and other good
even as the dew falleth at night,
and the Israelites only had to 
things.
go out in the morning and gath-
er what God had so miraculous-
ly and bountifully provided.
Never was God's graciousness
and goodness so wonderfully
shown as in this falling of man-
chance to make a white citizen,
it takes a whole chance to make
a Negro citizen. No more and
no less.
FACULTY PLAN.NERS — Teachers who
planned the recent Christmas part) for Flo-
rida Elementary school are seen at the
Yule tree with the Florida School elf. From
FLOWERS FOR QUEEN — Mrs. Callie
Lentz Stevens, principal of Florida Elemen-
tary school, is shown presenting a bouquet
of flowers to Queen Penelope Brovimlee, as
Willie Jones, the king, looks on at right.
Standing in back is Pearlie Mae Harris, who
won the title of "Miss Florida Elementary."
left are Miss Dorothy Sawyer, Mrs. Myidred
King, Mrs. Ruth Carter, Mrs. Clark,
Wright, Miss Mary Ann Chaney, chairmaa;
and Mrs. Emily Jackson.
WED DURING HOLIDAYS — Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Jones are seen during wedding recep-
tion at Flora's Wedding chapel. The bride,
an English teacher at Porter Junior High
school, is the former Miss Bobbie J. Wash-
ington (McChriston Photo)
Negroes Progress Great;
Must Use Dollars, Sense
By GORDON. HANCOCK .reached, our own energies and I I contended then and I con-
resourcefulness become our last Itend now that the notion that
In 1926 I wrote an article for
resort. the Negro has done so much
Opportunity magazine which
ortundy article I l aumption. I have always be-
Urban 
so little is a flat-tire as-
was the organ of the National In the OPP
the contended that God delivered lieved that if it takes a wholeLeague, edited by
throughus
late Charles Spurgeon Johnson among brothers—one of the bit-
one of the most brilliant schol- terest and brutal of wars. It
ars the race has produced and was a war of rebellion, but bias-
Y ed Southern historians havea sociologist par excellence. M
article was captioned "When the succeeded Oi getting it labelled,' The Negro is no miracle man,
"The War Between the States."Manna Faileth.'
who can pull rabbits out of a
a kind of American Houdini
I made reference to the wan- i
chance if he would be a man
When this war was over, to all hat. The Negro needs a man's
and the white man or the Negro
who would settle for less is de-
ceitful and naive.
We have already come upon
the time when the white man's
manna is ceasing or has ceased
and we are in great need of a
leadership who will take overi In my article I contended that and help the Negro to producethe educational manna had and look no farther for manna.
ceased and, henceforth the N7- Somehow Negroes must begro had to make his own way. taught to make jobs instead ofDuring the period when this,quarreling with the white man
article was written, Negroes about jobs
na from Heaven. But when the everywhere were vvrtually in-
Israelites left the Wilderness, toxicated with the progress the
the manna ceased. This meant Negro race had made. Whites,
that the time had come when as well as Negroes seemed ju-
God would no longer feed them bilant -over'Negro progress.
directly from Heaven.
Once they had arrived in the
Promised land, they had to
hustle for themselves! The les-
son is obvious. There are cer-
tain things Gad does for us in
our struggles and emergencies
and there Is a point beyond
which His help no longer direct-
ly extends. Once this point is
Thic column has for 23 years
been like a John crying in the
wilderness- about the "Double.
Duty Dollar" which means
spending., our dollars with Negro
business not only to get the
hnaeWviteera 
often
irn a cthe 
made as much ad-
e
heard s it sma iad that 
:goods and services desired hut
to make a job for another tie-
vancement as the Negro had
made since emancipation. So
my article was criticized as a
species of defeatism and I was
accordingly dubbed the "Gloomy
Dean" in a spirit of jest and
derision.
Poplar Dodge
Your New Neighbor
Home of Red Carpet
Care
We Want Your Business
2870 Poplar Avenue
gra.
This doctrine goes further
and advocates trading not Only
for Negroes but with whites
employing Negroes. Until Negro
leaders come up with something
better, lets pass along the doc-
trine of the "Double-Duty/Dol-
lar."
Dr. DuBois once said that the
Negro who is an optimist is a
'fool, Let's face the ugly facts!
The anti-Negro tide In this
country is running high.
HArZND
ORGAN STUDIOS
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Girls Club Honors Teacher At Assembly
Mrs. Grate Aladerwm Pallhamesably at the saint sored by the Sloonvelles dub. Mn_ Pastier began her teach
an Allteritilii bur, -aW Participating on the program' "me Wilmot 10 mike MS Career ar the Exatha1Werah
others baqppy. sad the honoree cnamennity more than 3D yearsLester High schosiolamslavere student a, coosadmel anntand &mem rifts. we_ ago and nas at Lester „In n
is Your
der at a retell "161.51frisels- end wilhere if her Mies ad other expressions •crt 'became a hour-rear high sebooL
Life" program m as'famiy. The program was spiel appreglation_ She has seen the communi4
A change from a rural agrienitn-
LIFOTER TT ACHIM HONORED — Mrs.
Grace A. Patter is shows here with per-
awes who PlaIed riles is the "This Is Year
Lie" program gives for her duriag a retest
assembly at Lester High school. Seated
from left are Joke McKinney, a nephew:
Mrs. Parker, and Mrs. Mei lielliusey. a
* rid area to alt sodustral urban
commonalty. May of her pre-
. sent students are the children
aged grandduldren of former
students.
elect. Standing. from left. are Rateert H.
Morris. preicipal of Lester High; Mrs. Net-
tie Jelinsou. teacher at Ceram Elementary
schertil and life-long friend of the bonoree:
Miss %era Jan McKinsey. a Mere, and
Mrs. Alameda Brews, another Wrekilag
V Tiered.
Memphion Sings In Pre-Yule Concerts
Miss Jacquelyn Brodnax, ;his club. did a feletist
LIO4 Ferber Ave appeared in 'WMT-TV in Cedar Rapids, and
three pre-Chnstmas concerts sang at the college Christmas
with the chorus at Clariv Col Concert
lege, Dubuque, Iowa Miss Brodnax. a 'tailor, is
The 65-gin ensemble per- t'ra daughter of Mr. and Mrs
formed for the Dubuque Krwa- T Brodnas. Fr
diomossommononommaosmooms
io
oi
,! CAR WASH $ 25....
 :
 Effective November 29 1965 
•
• 
 
11 AM .-6 P.M. a
•Sea lamo I km to 2 Pit thru • GO BY BUS. to or SOR it 25 Monday in ,• Set Oess II AM te 6 P att IIus Frain aa is
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH aS a.. 5 3100 Summer at Baltic a
Pbossomoutsonsmon•s•sommommome
_.
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
r-ICART HOME
FORMER PRINCIPALS
Mrs. Parker has ferred VD-
' der a number of priacipals
,eladmg the late Mrs_ Matt*
Smith and the late Mr. J Ash-
too Hayes. Sbe has also of-irk-
ed Irith Louis B. Hobson. now
principal if Manassan; Swans
Senuk now retired; A_ B
Bland principal of Hyde Park
rEleMentarY Stilata. and urea-
eittty with Robert H Moms.
Last year. Mn. Parker was
awarded a pm from the Mem-
phis Board if Educatiois for 35
service years of 
I 9-se is a member of Metropoil
to thc_IIIIT sTirt
tem,
litan Baptist church, pastoredby Rev. S. A. Owen.When her students were ask-ed about the qualities they ad-
mire most in Mrs. Parker.,
they listed -her consistency,"
and her insistence that her as-
c:gnments sin ays be done
The Shonvelles. sponsors of
the program, is a club of stn..:
ior girls who are dedicated to
finer womanhood. and all of the
members are well-liked and
highly respected.
Miss Carolyn Versate is the
teacher-sponsor of the Shoes-
relief
SAVE 81Z
each time you buy 2 hatf-garlorts of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUe, NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER RAINING INSTITUTE
166 MONROE sun's?.
527-5508 
AilINGS!
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
+-
I -Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
avid Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
B
 H
Pc.
2411 Voncii Ave. JA 7-9320
TAILORS
Minighler-sreamesma • -
"TOUR Ceesaissor Mem Whet yaw Ai* Far Aid
Cate.. vise To• TM* OP
WIDIIIRGARTIEN SOT ALIT -- The par-
esti' dais of the Beulah Infuse cimorirs
dioderganea speosored a -Tors Tenser
osollea OD Ike. ZZ, and the wieners were
01161 ?mks% Jr.., wbo was cromeed king_
ad Fay Mimes. who was tressed sprees
in the flied-raising sentaire. The klieg is the
SATURDAY, JANUARY 1, 1%6
Ushers To Install
Officers January 6
if ad lir: Casts Taylor, Sr., and
tin niers the duagbier of Mr. and Mrs.
lake ilielmes. Wm L. Gilder president of
NM Parses Mit. Mrs. Jamita Edwards,
principal if Ike kindergarten, and Rev. W.
C Meknes pansy if the church. Meads-
ma Most
The Ushers Union Assocumic
will bold a service for the an
gala** if officers at the Ne,.,
H0Pd norOst church at
Pearl pi. me Thursday
at II P.M.
NOTICE!
All esChurch
Clubs 
-
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Moll In Your Nev.
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
216 footle WoMsegtOo
Post Olfko Soe 311
We will be happy to
peblIsh it be vow
"Free" Of Any
charges.
Compliment Your Guests with
I.
T.
a
SATURDAY, JANUARY 1, 196f
•
•
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OATES MANOR Y-TEEN PROJECT — A recent project of
the members of the Oates Manor Y-Teen club was the col-
lection of clothing for needy persons in New Orleans who
were made destitute when a hurricane swept the city. Mem-
bers are seen here pressing and sewing .clothing before it
was packed and shipped to the Louisiana city. Officers are
Oates Y-Teen Members
Give Help To Needy
Members of the Oates Manor club, attended the National YY-Teen club recently reviewed Teen conference in Washington,their activity for the past year, D. C.
and among the most outstand- Miss Mattie Loyde. the viceing projects was their collec. president; was present at thetion of clothing to be sent to Kentucky-Tenn. 17-Teen con-
refugees from a hurricane in fcrence in Sullins, Va., and MissNew Orleans. 
. ail Phillips was present for
Before the clothing was pack"- ,the Y-Teen Educational trip. New Commissioner To Enforce-ed and shipped to Louisiana, the The final activity of the year
students cleaned, repaired and , was the Christmas Vesper pro-pressed it. lgram sponsored by the club and WASHINGTON — (UPI) — hood schools to other schools seca's 6.year-old son were aloneProject chairmen were Miss I presented at the YWCA Area The nation's new Education to obtain a better racial bal- in the house when WinstonDorothy Ellis and Miss Marga- Center on Thursday, Dec. 16, Commissioner plans "vigorous once, came by. Police said the childret Vanzant. with Rev. S. L. Higgins, pastor !enforcement" of federal school although he was not lived with her grandmother.against neighborhood schools asAmong the other activities of of Coleman Chapel C M Eidesegregation laws. 
such.
1965 were participatiou in church, as the guest speaker. ' But he warns it's going to be World Fellowship, the Volley- The theme of the program a long struggle — in the North Generally Howe's commentsball League, Scrabble games, was -The Spirit of Christmas.- as well as the South. were cautious and his views on 
secs h o m e. Mrs. Fonseca's,
number of education issues young son slept through the at-and basic standards meeting. IMrs. Grace Lewis is advisor Harold Howe II, a 47-year-old a tack on the girl and was notMiss Wesson. president of the of the club. seemed to parallel those of
-- 
Hartford, Conn.. native w!thlEeppel, his Predecessor and the harmed•wide expe,lence as a teacher;
m
and school administrator, was boss. 
who will be his immediate 
Enrichment Rewordednamed by Pres. Johnson lastTuskegee Institute Given
Funds For Tutor Program
federal post from his job as governments education policies.TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, summer program is expected t W0 exect‘e director of the North Howe will be responsible for 
_
-
Ala. — Twenty educational cen-, at' i act 11.600 tutees and about ;Carolina Institute of Learning, ministering federal school pro.)t(ttdtuens u ors . ' ters in seven Alabama counties 700 college s I aired his views 'ea, desegrega,. grams.
will provide after school, even- The after sellout, evening and tion at his first formal news Howe said he favored a broad, the independent French-speak-
weekend programs during the conference here. "national assessment" of stu-qng Republic of Senegal.ing and weekend tutoring ses- regular semester will deal pri- He urged the South to develop dents' abilities, but avoided the The award eted him for "thesions for some 7,000 students niartiv with subject matter tu- a spirit of cooperation so that "national testing" phrase used enrichment and ennoblement ofduring the second iemesteri toring. The college tutors wia there would be no need for fed-by some educators. humanity "
Tuskegee Institute officials be engaged in asoiotaig the tu- eral coercion in the movement -
have announced, tees with regular class work toward "much greater" school
The centers will be operated -'1(1... bwne -`,.'lhments• integration. In a pointed corn -
by more than 400 college stu- /Vult studcles wdl r... ei..,.. as- ment, he said it was not logical
dents, most of them Tuskegee- sistance in the development of to discuss student student inte•
ans, and will be supported reading, writing and arithmetic. gration without facility and staffby
a $2.1C9,354 grant form the Of'•skills. .ocial and cultural acti•' integration.0 too.
fice of Economic Opportunity. vilie', ',oil. in the lo al t_on - Thy influential National Edu-
Educational centers will he es. muniti-; a -I it l'us'xegr..., Tristi- cation Association, in a report,
tablished in Macon, Lowodes, 1 lute, ii.ive also been planned, made public earlier last week,
Montgomery, Bullock, Elmore, Both programs are modifica- said that at least 452 Negro
Russell, and Lee counties. lions of the Summer Education tecahers — and possibly hun-
Five more centers In three Program (SEP) administered dreds more — have lost their
more counties will be added by Tuskegee Institute durinr, 'jobs because of racial discriml-
nation. It called for a govern.during the summer session. The this past summer. ment drive to integrate school
faculties as well as facilities.
'Black Yule' Boycott hi Miss. To—n so Au tshkee d sitf h ohoel s twooudieds e gcroeme opteel
FAYETTE, Miss — (NP!) —I The group boycotted all 
by cutting off federal funds if
they do not. Howe answered:Civil rights leaders carried out stores with the .exception of a "We'll have to move in a vigor-ksupermarket, said Clinks Ev-a "black Christmas" boycott otis direction enforcing the corn•lers, Jackson, NAACP state .in this town of 1,600, located in . !Alarm. provisions of the 1964field director and brother of Civil Rights Act)."an area where Negroes out-
Vie slain Charles Evers. As for ending so-called "de
facto" segregation in northernSimilar to the successful civil
school systems, Howe said:
number whites 3-1.
Sparking the pre-Christmas
boycott which carried a double
meaning — racial color and ec-
onomic pressure — civil rights
Emma Tine Wesson, president; /Hattie Loyde, vice presi-
dent; Betty Anthony. secretary; Gail Phillips, assistant see-
retary, Janis Hoskins and Vernetta Johnson, treasurers;
Stella Helm and Juanita Lewis, worship leaders, and Mar-
garet N'anzant, parliamentarian. (Billy Duncan Photo)
LONG STRUGGLE SEEN
Howe Promises
Vigorous Attack
On School Bias
Federal Desegregation Laws
weekend to succeed Francis' Last September Kennel was NEW YORK — (NP1) — One
Keppel as U.S. Commissioner named an assistant secretary,of the "Nonpariel" awards given
'if Education. of Health, Education and Wel-!by the Afro Arts Cultural center'
Howe, who is moving to the fare in overall charge of the!
• 
41 ceremonies at the Hans
Christian Andersen public school
went to the noted African states-
man, author and poet, Leopold
Sedar Senghor, president of
rights boycott conducted in Nat- 
"We're going to struggle forchez, the protesters asked for a long time, I think, to develop
two Negro policemen. more job different patterns to bring a.leaders mustered workers for
Opportunities, use of courtesy bout integration."a parade through the downtown 
 -
area normally bustling with titles and desegregation of pub- 
He said it would be "advlsa-
ble" to examine proposals forshoppers. lie facilities. !shifting students from neighbor-
BIRTH CONTROL NEED
NEW DELHI — (UPI) —
Health Minister Mrs. Sushila
Nayar said that India's popula-
tion is soaHng by 1,100 every
hour. She said family planning -
was getting favorable public re-
sponse and was mandatory for
Indian progre*.
NEED MONEY? I
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 flat Monthly Payments
Apoitts•
crish vo• Me.
Payments
S 900.00 
 
12.90
S1,000.00.. •,• • • .3 23.70
1 34.50
.5 45.50
 S 56.20
$110.1112
S1,500.00 
$2,000.00
S2,500.00
$5,000.00
Be Wise, Choose
Slate Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better ta
Darrow At I Bank"
7famv2ietaVeg4
Bet let' friends we wouldn't wish
for. Good luck wherever you are.
Panama' Liquor Store
1028 Mississippi Avenue
BEALL, D. W.
BRITT, P. J.
BURNETT, D. L.
CAIN, JAMES
GASTON, J. L.
HICKS, M. C.
ISABEL, J. H.
JACKSON, Z.
MONTGOMERY, M.
RILEY, A. A.
WASHINGTON, SARA
WASHINGTON, W. M.
LEWIS, A. J.
GRANDERSON, W. F.
1Xmas Killer
Of Tot Waits'
For Hearing
(sio•o,a1 To no DAILY SWF p...ocot)
PROVIDENCE, R. I. — T
alleged killer of a 2-year-old
girl who was sexually molested
and stabbed to death early
Christmas day is awaiting a
Jan. 18 hearing in the Adult
Correctional Institute at Cras-
on.
A laborer who lived several
doors away, described by po-
lice as a "friend of the family,"
was charged with the murder
and rape of Andrea Fonseca.
Police said Thurston Winston.
22, of 62 Tanner St. admitted
walking into the home of the
girl's grandmother, Mrs. Irene
Fonseca, .at 11'2 Tanner St
Shortly after midnight and stab-
bing the child to death with a
butter knife after raping her.
Mrs. Fonseca was not home at
the time.
Winston stood mute when ar-
raigned in 6th District Court be-
fore Judge Erisk ard J. Plunkett
Jr., who ordered innocent pleas
entered to charges of murder
and rape.
Plunkett remanded Winston
to the Adult Correctional In-,
stitute at Cranston Pending a
Jan 18 hearing.
Det. Capt. John Eddy, who l
called the murder "the most
vicious crime I have ever seenl
Pin my 20 years on the force,"
said the girl and Mrs. Fon-
Authorities said Winston was
a frequent visitor to the Fon-
BOWEN, A. F.
HERRON, R. F.
JOHNSON, M. A.
SARTIN, S. S.
CLERKS
BUCHANAN, 1. M.
TURNER, A. E.
MAYES, B. K.
PLUNK ETT, L. P.
DISTRICT MANAGER
LIEUT. GEO. W. LEE - 144mpkts, Tenn,
526 Beal* St.
BETTER BUY AT
HEW FORD
2450 SUMMER
THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New
1966 MUSTANG
Now On Display
wHILE CHECKING OUR USED CAR PRICES,
REVIEW SOME OF THE
Complete Selection Of The All New
1966 FORDS ON SALE NOV!
New Mustang GT Hardtop
Neer
Highest Trade-le Allowances Ever
LI.. 1965 FORDS MUST,c A -g D•mo-ttra'ort, Company Cart and becutits CoqFANTASTIC DISCOUNTS
FOR EXAMPLE
3 , W.. 344.4 .4 albalam
114 haa •s.,.t, ors. gm.. 
$2461004. FULL
1965 FORD GALAXIE 500
RICE• 'it C01.11 tifIT SWIM
USED CAR BARGAINS!
ihunderbird Town Landau
'6) PORN
/ow 4.4•4
el FALCON
$911 '62 MN  
1,•••• Iwo
ins '61 CONSAIllt
s e • .0.6,0 $4,4 lb.'.. $,,'. Ver ....
'se SOSO 8491 'PS CH1111. 11C1-171 6 WI
%, • 4... •11,..., goad aN41.4..
SS C14111. SI11 '64 P0110 ISALAIII SO 111111
11.• 144 Mitft. 6.10...e. , P... 01.0.1.. a 4
PIRST COME, FIRST SERVED! CHAROI YOUR DOWN PAYMENT!
Reglator Hero for 5,715 Volaelalo
Prim to Is Given Awoy—lacladlog
15 NEW '66 FORDS
New Falcon Future Sports Coupe with optional vinyl root covering
'60 Studebaker
&sum wow Real sAs•,,
SOS
Now $31.1$ Per Ms.
'61 T41rd
Power and sit% $105
Notes $56.77 Per Me.
'62 Chevrolet
Fiertsuis. stesi.
Notes sry.gi rat 14s.
Fa,riane 500 Hardtop (Fairlane GT Hardtop shown on pg. 2)
'63 Kora
COW* Mi. Power cry's..
ornatic as4 air. SIM
Not.. $54.13 Ter NC
'62 Waken
wove. kneed. WS
Netts $347 Iwet Me.
Woo LTD by Ford . 4 Door Hardtop
961 Cieemlot
Uke mgr. UM
/41415 $3.0 TRE
'63 Ford
!,'Si or IN, tide OT$0,7a Pit Me.
965 ror
1-owner. iw ma'am
II'S
.Netes $52.31 Par ).411.
MEMPHIS EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR MUSTANG, GT 350 and COBRA
Herff Ford has o car Co suit Olio profession, Lawyer, Doctor, Teacher, Government Worker,
Factory Worker, Domestic, and a plan to assure you of buying at Herff Ford- Summer Ave
NO DOWN PAYMENT — TRADE INS ACCEPTED
HERFF FORD
2450 Summer Phone 458-1151
You Qualify
•
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Merry Christmas
It is hard to resist the exhila-
rating spirit of joy at Christ-
mas time, even though the
gloomy tidings of war are_pitig-
ing in our ears. For Christmas,
as Phillips Brooks the poet
would say, is everywhere:
Everywhere, everywhere,
Christmas tonight!
Christmas where children a r e
hopeful and gay,
Christmas where old men are
patient and gay,
Christmas where peace, like a
dove in his flight,
Broods o'er brave men in the
thick of the fight;
Everywhere, e v er y w here ,
Christmas tonight!
For the Christ-child who comes
is the Master of all;
No palace too great, no cottage
too small.
We must lay aside our daily
burdens, give thanks to God
that despite the vicissitudes of
life we can yet pray and sing:
God is great. God is good, halle-
lujah! The Black Revolution
may not have attained all its ob-
jectives, but it cannot be denied
that it has breached the fort-
ress of prejudice in enough im-
portant segments to justify our
faith in ultimate victory.
On this Christmas Day, we
can be thankful for Congression-
al enactments on voting rights,
fair housing and educational
funds on a non-discriminatory
basis. And we must be thankful
for the nation's improved mood
toward social justice and equity.
We have a long' way to go to
obtain the blessings of full citi-
zenship. But we are well on our
way and we have much to be
thankful for.
Is America Understood?
It is generally and genially
admitted in London academic
circles that British universities
were slow to discover America.
The two institutes for United
States and Latin American stu-
dies at London are a valuable
addition to rather narrow re-
sources.
Oxford, for example, which
has long been regarded as the
peer of British universities, has
no special chair in American his-
tory. Special areas in this field,
however, are treated through
the visiting Harrnsworth pro-
fessorship.
Cambridge is slightly better
off, with 60 percent of honors
history students presenting
theses on some salient aspect of
American history, and two per-
manent posts in the subject.
A small formal representation
in the ancient universities, how-
ever, is redressed by the pres-
ence of specialists like Sir Denis
Brogan and Professor Max Be-
loff. These two internationally
recognized scholars have recent-
ly devoted their full lecture-
time to discussions of the Negro
question in the context of Amer-
ican democracy.
Since Cambridge University
had an interest in Negro slavery
that dated back to the 16th cen-
tury, it is considered a measure
of historical continuity to re-
view from time to time the po-
sition and condition of the black
man in American society.
Though these lectures and
relevant discussions are frank,
and explore all available resourc-
es that can shed light on the
race issue, one can sense a pa-
ternalistic tendency to apologize
for America's social attitude to-
ward its Negro citizen. The ra-
tionale for this must be sought
in the long standing Anglo-Sax-
on tradition of belief in racial
superiority. This comes to the
surface often now in the British
treatment of itss West Indian
population. Black ghettos are
rapidly developing in London,
Liverpool and other metropoli-
tan centers in the periphery of
the rigid pattern of the British
social order.
They Took Their Stand
When in 1964 petitions were
being circulated proposing a ref-
erendum on open occupancy legs
islation, Chicasro's Catholic, Pro-
testant, and sociologicsi) Jewish
leaders issued a strong state-
ment opposing the proposed ref-
erendum.
The statement called the
language of the referendum in-
flammatory and misleading. It
said that open occupancy legis-
lation does not "force people to
sell their homes to anyone not
of their choosing any more than
zoning laVolif force people to build -
homes not of their choosink."
Like zoning ordinances a n d
speed laws, open occupancy laws
are a proper regulation of free-
dom in the interest of justice
and the common good. Refer-
ring to racial discrimination.
the statement said that the dual
market in housing violated the
spirit and practice of the free
enterprise system.
To describe remedial legisla-
tion designed to promote a just
market as the use of "force"
was to falsify the issue and to
arouse suspicion and hatred.
The clerical and social con-
ference made it explicit that its
stand was based on the moral
conviction that all men are equal
in the eyes of God and that con-
siderations of race or creed
should not disqualify a person
from purchasing or leasing a
home wherever he desires.
These views on so important
an issue as public housing were
the consolidated judgment of an
impressive number of influential
local leaders representing num-
erous religious and lay organi-
zations. The conference had as
its chairman the scholarly and
popular Judge James B. Par-
sons..
In view of the efforts that are
being made n Av to challenge the
constitutionality of the Open
Occupancy Ordinance, it would
be timely and wise to call to
meeting again those same en-
lightened community leaders
for a re-affirmatiOn of demo-
cratic sentiments on public
housing.
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Langston
Hughes
Yule Gift List For Simple
"Give generously, because
you can't take it with you," said
Simple. "Also give, that you
might get in return. And, you
know, sort of drop a hint be-
forehand, like, 'I've already
bought your Christmas present,
baby'. Then your friends do not
dare not give you something,
too."
"Malice aforethought." I said.
"No," said Simple, "just a lit-
tle precaution so's they will not
forget. Also a reminder to do
their Christmas shopping early."
"Are you planning to give a
lot of presents this Christmas?"
I asked.
"Quite a few," said Simple,
"because I likes quite a few peo-
ples. I have already got your
present picked out, daddy-o,
buddy-o, pal."
"Thank you," I said.
"What are you thinking of
giving like, this year?" asked
Simple. which seemed to me a
rather pointed question.
"Oh," I answered, "among
other things, books I have read
and liked this fall and that I
think my friends would enjoy."
"That rules me out," said Sim-
ple.
"Your wife reads voracious-
ly," I said.
"True, she do," said Simple.
"And even you might like to
read Lena Home's "LENA."
"I'd love to look at the pic-
tures," said Simple.
"For folks who love jazz. "The
Book of Jazz" by Leonard Feat-
er is the best — and I know you
love jazz. Also there have been
some excellent books on the
freedom movement, particularly
Len Holt's "The Summer That
Didn't End." a most vivid story
of the Mississippi Civil Rights
Project and what it means to
America today.
"Everybody ought to read it.
And there are Ralph Ellison's
essays and LeRoi Jones' poems
and John Killens' "Black Man's
Burden." Negro writers are
most prolific these days. They
are turning out some good
books.
"Also good plays. Give your
wife and yourself a couple of
seats to "Happy Ending" and
"Day of Absence" down at the
St. Marks Playhouse in the Vil-
lage. One of the funniest even-
ings ever by a new colored 'play-
wright, Douglas Turner Ward.
presented. directed and acted by
a most talented group of Ne-
groes. At last we've begun to
write comedies with a light
touch.
-Theatre tickets make good
Yuletide gifts. If somebody
gave me a pair of seats for
"The Zulu and the Zayda" on
Broadway, I would be most
grateful. It is such a charming
and funny show , I would like to
see it again myself — all abodt
a little Jewish gentleman from
London who couldn't speak Zu-
lu and a Zulu lad in South Afri-
ca who couldn't speak Yiddish,
and how they are alwitys doing
things together that drive the
white South Africans crazy.
"Another play I wish someone
would give me seats for during
the holidays is "The Fiddler on
the Roof." I'd like to see it again
with Herschel Bernardi who. I
hear, follows Zero Mostel with
an interpretation as exciting as
Mostel's in its way. And then
there's the Gloria Foster "Me-
dea" if you want a loud a n d
hair-raising evening. with a
great performance by a marvel-
ous new Negro actress from
('hicago. Or, do you think you
would appreciate a classic?"
"If they serve beer with it,"
said Simple.
"I am not sure the Martinique
has a bar, but some theatres, I
hear, do have bars these days."
"I would like to have a bar
for Christmas," said Simple.
"Such lavish gifts you can ex-
pect only from very rich friends
— if you have any," I said.
"Maybe if you hit the num-
bers," said Simple. "you could
afford to give me a case of
beer."
"Since I know you like the
blues, I am going to give you a
record," I said. "It's great disc
just released by one'of the last
of the great old time blues sing-
ers — "Mama Yancey Sings."
and "Art Hodes Plays Blue's."
you say it is good, it must
be boss," said Simple, "because
you do not go for nothing but
pure blues."
"It's a terrific disc," I said.
"Besides, the liner notes on the
hack and that picture of Mama
Yancey and Barbara Dane to-
gether is alone worth the price
of admission. Barbara Dane is
the top white blues singer these
days. She shook up the West
Coast and now she's moved East
and sings some groovy blues
herself — besides loong like a
million dollars when4he sings
them."
"I could go for the blues and a
case of beer, too." said Simple.
"Now that I've told you what
you might get for a present, If
you got it, you would not be sur-
prised. So I am going to get you
something else."
"Aw-ww-w!" growled Simple.
"Well, if you are going to look
that disappointed, maybe I'll see
if I can't find a cut-rate record
store."
Jackie
Robinson
Says
Be Big ALout
The giganitic commercialism
which has gift-wrapped the
Christmas concept causes many
of usto forget that the Yuletide
season ought to be a time of
giving, as well as receiving.
We realize selfish thrills from
giving -- an electric train set
to the small son — the dolls
which have become so live that
they are almost frightening, to
the little daughter; the wallets,
pipes and liquor for a friend or
the coat, dress or jewelry that
the little old woman had been
yearning for.
Our giving is too often re-
stricted to bring pleasure to
those we love and those we know
and respect. Too seldom do we
remember that there is another
kind of giving which ought to
be up front in our consciousness
at Christmas time.
It will not be a very bright
Christmas for many of our
people in the South who have
been facing recriminations at
the hands of the segregationists
because they dared to march for
freedom during the time of the
Selma upheaval.
Giving
Clothes, books, durable food-
stuffs and — especially —
money is being collected and dis-
tributed by The Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Conference for
these people wits displayed so
much courage for your rights
and mine. Gifts may be directed
to SCLC, 334 Auburn Ave., At-
lanta, Georgia, attention of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
If you have a loved one in the
service, you will have undoub-
tedly mailed him a package of
Christmas cheer by this time.
If you don't why not join those
many Americans who have been
sending gifts to the Pentagon
to be distributed among the GI's
who will be so far away from
home when Christmas morning
dawns.
There are many worthy and
reputable organizations engag-
ed in humanitarian work. There
are many people throughout the
world less fortunate than your-
self. Have a big Christmas. Be
big about giving. Your gifts do
not have to be big but, this
Christmas, spread them around
to bring happiness to some folks
you've never met.
MY DREAM
By
MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.
North: A Promised Land Myth
(ANP Feature)
For one - hundred - and -
seventeen years, there has exis-
ted in the city of Philadelphia,
an institution of learning known
as The Girard College For Boys.
Construction of this school was
made possible through an
enormous bequest provided for
in the will of Stephen Girard.
a wealthy financier who died in
1831.
The late Girard was devoted
to the eause of sweet charity.
However, it is sad but true that
milk of human kindness 'an be-
come curdled with the clot of
conservatism. In his last will and
testament, Girard bequeathed a
precious philanthropic gem
which was encased in a twisted
setting. He stipulated that en-
rollment in Girard College must
be for "poor, white, male or-
phans" only.
This restrictive policy. pro-
vided for in the Girard will, is
dramatized in a startlinz physi-
cal way. For, one hundred and
seventeen years after Girard's
death and dictum, there stands,
at the entrance to the college,
a stone wall, ten feet high.
At this stage of the twentieth
century, in the city where the
first Congressional Congress
convened; in the city known as
the cradle of liberty; in the city
which is the shrine of the
Liberty Bell, this wall is sym-
bolic in the minds of many
Negroes and freedom-minded
whites — symbolic as the Berlin
Wall — is symbolic.
This wall and the faithfully
executed will of Girard are sym-
bolic of the cancer in our na-
tional body politic which must
be removed befors -TM demo-
erotic health of our country may
be realized.
For months. the local
NAACP, headed by its Presi-
dent, Attorney Cecil Moore,
along with other concerned citi-
zens has been conducting demon-
strations outside this symbolic
wall. These demonstrations have
been carriedi on to bring about
action by the city of Philadel-
phia.
These demonstrations are not
merely selfishly aimed at help-
ing the Negro children who
stand, rejected, outside the wall.
They are also aimed at freeing,
in soul and spirit, the white
children who are prisoners
within the confines of this wall.
Segregation is a two-edged
sword, a fatal weapon as hurt-
ful to those on one side of
social barrier as it is to the in-
dividual on the other side. No
child can truly matriculate into
the higher realms of wisdom
and intellert who is forbidden
the experience of knowing other
children with whom he will have
to inhabit the world.
Such experience is as vital in
the lives of all of God's children
as the academic information
culled from the pages of ten
thousand volumes of history,
science or literature.
The demonstrators outside
the Girard wall are aware of
these truths.
I could well understand why
Moore rejected the plea of
Governor William Scranton to
suspend the demonstrations un-
til the power structure could
"find a way to work things out."
No way has been found in 117
years. If the pressure is now
removed, another century of
denial may unfold. By continu-
ing their protest, these socially
aware citizens are keeping the
issue alive and challenging the
conscience of the entire Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania.
The Girard wall must come
tumbling down, just as all the
walls of segregation, North and
South, must come tumbling
down. The Joshuas of today —
and they are legion — will con-
tinue to fight all the Jericho
battles. Call them agitators. Call
them trouble
-makers, meddlers
or even dangerous radicals.
They will adamantly pursue this
fleeting, evasive dream of jus-
tice. For they realize, along with
Frederick Douglas, that "power
concedes nothing without a de-
mand. It never did and never
will."
•
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WAR ON FAMINE
U. 1\1. Committee
Vows Curb On
World Births
Total Population Near 7 Billion
In Thirty-Five Years Forecast
UNITED NATIONS — (UPI) not a stumbling block" in those
— The United States declared
it was ready to help all nations
deal with the problem of popu-
lation growth and birth control.
Committee has before it a eso-
in developing regions of the 
Noting that food production that would, in effect, in
ject the United Nations into theworld have "barely kept pace
with the. population increase, field of birth control."
Roosevelt said if the trend con-
tinues, the outlook is grim in-
deed, and the threat of starva-
tion in some countries is a very
real one."
countries which are developing
birth control programs.
As a result of this facet of
the U.S. policy, he said, All) is
at the moment considering theU.S. delegate James Roosevelt first request for such assistance
spelled out U.S. policy before a $3.5 million low-interest
the Economic and Social Corn- loan to Turkey to buy vehicles
mitee by warning that expert and education equipment to ex-
figures indicate the world popu- pand birth control programs in
lation by the year 2000 will total ruraLareas.
between six and seven billion
The General Assembly's 117-people, more than double to-
member -Economic and Socialday's figure.
He said while the United
States opposed "any effort to
dictate to any country the means
employed or the policies devis-
ed to deal with its population
problems . . . we are prepared
to actively help such countries,
at their request, in their efforts
to deal with the problems in-
volved."
By stressing that the United
States would only "respond"
positively to requests for tech-
nical, financial and commodity
assistance in support of birth
control, the policy statement
sought to blunt criticism of the
expanding U.S. program in fam-
ily planning.
Roosevelt said the U.S. Agen-
cy for International Develop-
ment the Operative Arm of the
U.S. Foreign Aid Program, "has
extended its assistance beyond
statistical, demographic and
public health fields, to the di-
rect support of family planning
programs."
But Roosevelt said the agen-
cy "does not advocate any par-
ticular method of family regula-
tion" and that it "will not con-
sider requests for contraceptive
devices or equipment for the
manufacture of contr a ce p-
tives . . . . "
He maintained that the cost
of contraceptives or the equip-
ment to manufacture them "is
Ireland, among others, has
objected to the use of any U.N.
funds for such purposes and has
submitted an amendment to the
resolution which would call on
the world organization not to
"undertake ally operational ac-
tivities in the field of family
planning."
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NEW SCHOOL IN HUMBOLDT — West
Side High school in Humboldt, Tenn., was
recently constructed, and members of the
community had a chance to see the school
during a recent "Open House" ceremony, at-
tended also by members of the Gibson Coun-
ty Board of Education. Standing here near
the entrance of the school is Prual A.
P. Numi. Stigall High school stutie,ts bArn -
moved into the new West Side sch•-s-ui. (M(.l.
Photo)
End Of Racial Injustices Asked In Miss.
FAYETTE, Miss. — Encour- NAACP
aged by the outcome of nego- "that ilk
tiations ineNatchez earlier this to start
month, officials of the Jefferson paigns or other forms of pro-
County Branch of the National test."
Association far the Advance-
ment of Colored People pre-
sented a list of demands to mu-
nicipal and county officials.
The list of 18 demands were
transmitted in individual letters
to the Fayette Mayor, members
of the Board of Aldermen and
the Jefferson County Board of
Supervisors. Fayette is the
county seat of this southwest-
ern Mississippi county adja-
cent to Adams County of which
Natchez is the county seat.
President of the recently or-
ganized Jefferson County NAA-
CP Branch is Fred Allen.
In the letter, the NAACP
leaders said the demands repre-
sent the immediate needs of
Negro residents of the city and
county. Appealing for a meet-
ing to discuss the issues, the
Your FAMILY
Deserves
The Finest
ettANNOM
KING
COTTON
Country Style
Pork Sausage
Your Choice-Either Hot or Mild)
QUALITY BUILT OUR BUSINESS.
QUALITY REMAINS FOREMOST.
MADE IN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED KITCHENS OF THE
NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY
Look for the Red Checkered
King Cotton Brand When You
Shop for Ham, Lunch Meat,
Bacon, Frankfurters
expressed the hope
will not be necessary
selective buying cam-
As further inducement. the
NAACP reminded the officials
that Negroes comprise 70 per
cent of the county's population
and that "registration of Ne-
gro citizens as voters now
places us in a majority position.
for future elections."
The demands include the ad-
dition of qualified Negroes to
the- city police force and coun-
ty sneriff's department to work
with white officers on an inte-
grated basis with power to ar-
rest any lawbreakers;
NwalW
MISS AIR FORCE ROTC
Yolanda High of Nashville smiles at Lt. Col, Hannibal M.
Cox, Jr., Tennessee State University's professor of aero-
space studies presents her the Air Force sweater with its
Insignia. Miss High, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. E. G. High,
is a senior beginning her fourth year as a majorette and
her second year as head majorette with Tennessee's "Aris-
tocrat of Bands, The Marching 100."
.1
LiKe nothing else you CNN' WAN'
(I 11
Desegregation of the public
schools and establishment of
parent-teacher asiociations to
aid in the solving of education-
al problems and in the prepara-
tion for full integration ofmtu-
dent bodies, faculties
staffs;
Employment of Negroes as
clerks and cashiers in the
stores and appointment to
Lent-line office positions in the
City Hall and County Court-
house and other public agen-
cies;
Improvement of road s.
streets and lighting in predomi-
nantly Negro residential areas;
Selection of Negro for jury
duty; desegregation of court-
rooms and all other public and
publicly owned facilities; and
• Cessation of verbal or physi-
cal abuse of Negro citizens by
law enforcement officers and
encouragement of the white
community to use courtesy ti-
tles in addressing Negroes.
FALSE PRETENSES
ROUEN, France — (UPI) —
Albert Brissorgueil has been
charged with false pretenses
after he offered as a "fine
bargain" a car which he said
had been driven only 23,000
miles.
He also wanted $1,400 for it.
A police check showed the earl
had actually done 95,000 miles,
had been crushed by a tractor
and had been sold by its pre-
vious owner for scrap.
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Civil Rights Lawyer Cited
As Promising Career Woman
NEW YORK—Marian Wright,
a 26-year-old Mississippi civil
rights lawyer, has been named
one of the country's four most
promising career women by
"Mademoiselle" magazine.
In its January issue, the edi-
tors of "Mademoiselle" ac-
knowledge Miss Wright's
achievements and predict even
greater success for her in giv-
ing her one of the magazine's
four 1965 Merit Awards.
Miss Wright holds the awe-
some and sometimes frustra-
ting position of NAACP Legal
Defense Fund Attorney in Mis-
sissippi, handling the Fund's
statewide docket of hundreds of
cases pending before the Fed-
eral Court.
Last November she became
a member of the Mississippi
bar — one of the few women.
and the only Negro woman ever
to be admitted.
PHENOMENAL RESPONSE
Her commitment to helping
Negroes of Mississippi under-
stand and exercise their Consti-
tutional rights extends beyond
the limits of her legal profes-
sion. She is active in instituting
and promoting community pov-
er t :programs. organizing
uhooig wAth W./stifled Negro
teachers.
- MI'S Wright points out that
"the community response to the
poverty programs and the
schools is phenomenal. The
people understand that they
must help themselves."
A native of Bennetsville, S.C.,
Miss Wright was educated at
Spelman college in Atlanta,
where she was one of the co-
founders of the Student-Non-
Violent Coordinating Commit-
tee (SNCC). She spent her jun-
ior year at the universities of
Geneva and Paris, and a sum-
mer in the Ivory Coast with
"Operations Crossroads Afri-
ca."
It was back in college in this
MARIAN
country, while attending a local
NAACP meeting that Miss
Wright became aware of the
appalling shortage of lawyers
working in the South.
YALE GRADUATE
She decided to do something
about it, applied to the Yale
Law School and was admitted
on a John Hay Whitney Fel-
lowship. After graduating, she
became the first legal intern
with the NAACP and went to
Mississippi.
Through her job has led to oc-
casional jailing and physical
contact, Miss Wright claims,
"When you reach someone,
WRIGHT
know you have gotten through
to him, made him think for
himself, made him realize that
he has the freedom of choice,
then it is all worth it."
Other Mademoiselle 1965
Merit Award recipients are ac-
tress Lesley Ann Warren, bal-
lerina Suzanne Farrell and no-
velist Anne Tyler.
The magazine gave a special
award to the young people of
t h e Metropolitan National-
Opera Company.
The awards were presented
at a special ceremony by the
magazine's editor-in-chief, Mrs.
Betsy Talbot Blackwell.
Ugly Face ,Of British
Racial Prejudice Bared
By CONRAD CLARK
(ANP European Correspondent)
LONDON, England — (ANP)
— An African student, spend-
ing his first Sunday in Lon-
don, decides to go to church to
worship. He is taken aside, at
the end of the service, by none
other than the vicar.
Instead of welcoming him to
the congregation, the vicar
suggests that the young African
might like to look for a church
"used by others of your kind."
A light-skinned West Indian
studwit finds that, although he
faces racial prejudice in Great
Britain, he has an easier time
than his fellow students of
darker complexion.
A Liverpool cab driver tells
an interviewer, in speaking of
colored people:
"I'm not against them le any
way. I can take them or leave
them the same as anybody
else, you know. I've met some
very nice colored people, but
regard to intermarriage I think
I'd draw the line there. I
wouldn't like a colored man for
a relation, but as regards a
neighbor, I wouldn't see any-
thing wrong with it at all, so
long as they were good neigh-
bors."
These and other incideuts,
profiling the ugly face of racial
prejudice in Great Britain, are
dramatically presented in a
book, "Colour In Britain," just
published here by BBC.
Some cif the chapters deal
with housing, work, health,
standards of hygiene, noise and
Intermarriage-issues which sum
up all the considerations which
have caused rifts between the
English people and the steady
stream of dark-skinned nom-
Europeans pouring into the
country.
Not one-sided presentation,
the book also clizonicles some
of the aspects of the failure of
these new arrivals to under-
stand Great Britain and her
People.
Cokumnist Anne Allen, com-
menting on this phase of the
book, declares:
"Not that all of the prejudice
lies on the white side of the
fence. We are frequently ac-
cused of being unfriendly, wheel
n reality, we are only shy. Ask
any English family who moves
to a new part of the country
and they'll tell you that people
are 'backwards in coming for-
ward.'
Begin Big Mdrger
ATLANTA — (NPI) — Unity
and brotherhood prevailed in
historic fashioa when represen-
tatives of three of the nation's
leading Negro denominations
gathered at Allen Temple AME
Church to set machinery in mo-
tion for a merger that will at-
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fect their 2.3 million members.
Involved in the proposed 'uni-
fication are the African Meth-
odist Episcopal, Christian Meth-
odist Episcopal and African'
Methodist Episcopal Zion
churches.
Upshot of the two-day merger
proposal meeting was the deci-
sion to meet in final sessions in
Washington, D. C., next April.
Tnc chief representatives of
each cf the religious denomina-
tions presented proposals to the
delegates, but action was de-
ferred until the Washington
nieeting.
Representing the AMEZ was
Dr. John H. Satterwhite; AME,
Dr. Charles Spivey Jr., a n d
CME, Dr. L. M. Pitts.
Dr. Saaerwhite is professor of
economics, Wesley Theological
seminary, Washington, D. C ;
Dr. Spivey is connected with
Pan y e Tl-eological seminary.
Wilberfcrce; a n d Dr. Pitts is
president, Miles college, Birm-
higham.
The Joint Commission on
Union and Merger, spearhead-
irg plans and proposals, voted
that three persons from each
denominational commission be
assigned to one of 12 commit-
tees to mee. in Washington.
In other action, the commis-
sion voted to direct the heads of
various boards, departments
and commissons of rack denom-
:nation to start talks that will
establish ways and means of
cooperation and unification. The
commission also set 1972 as a
project.e.1 day for eventual
merger of the three bodies.
Unification, however, must be
approved by a two-third vote
rf all the annual conferences of
the groups. The CMEs will
meet in Miami in 1966, t h e
AMEs, in Philadelphia, in 1967;
and the AMEZs in Chicago in
1968.
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lpyVivian and Thomas Willis, Ti
and Myrna Twigg, who werelfnends, Dee and Dr. Parker
P- the holidays with their St. Louis
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who teaches at Hunter College
D a n Hancock, Fete Well's ,Peacock, Juanita and 
Eddie,in New York and Pearl and1965 brought us and also how sister, Alpha and her husband man;. John Shaw, who's in cir- Dr. and Mrs. Johnwli.
Christine Greer and Robbie Her: Lewis, Ruby and Frank Lewis, 
John Gordon.sadness touched some of us Arthur Floyd, Jr., of New York cul. anon, the department is, and and Dr. and Mrs. A. K. Smith.
°destine and Jimmy Herndon, 
And on the same Sunday
announcement of the marriage
of Mrs. Thelma Burke, of Fo-
rest City, Arkansas and H. L.
Coates of Dallas, Texas. Friends
were informed lbout the mar-
riage by the way of Christmas
cards bearing the couple's name Irby, EVelyn McKinrey, Laura
and the bride's address. They!Fowler and Loulse Carter,
were married in the bride's Mrs. A. W. Willis, was the
church, First Baptist by the Christmas hostess to the Phyl-
pastor, Rev. L. G. Moore and lis Wheatley Club at the South'
left immediately after the cere- ,Parkway residence of her son'
mony for Los Angeles. :and daughter-in-law, Vivian and
The bride is the window of the.Thomas Willis.
late Dr. J. E. Burke, prominent! Assisting Mrs. Willis in re-
dentist of Forest City and the eeiving were her three daugh-
Mid South. Mr. Coates is a ters. Cecelia Willis Westley, An-
business man. .nie Laurie Willis and Vivian
Elsie Thomas and Theodore Willis. Thomas was dispensing
Branch were married in the the holiday spirits.
Rock of Ages Baptist Church, Phillis Wheatley members
the day after Christmas by Rev, reveling in the holiday spirit
W. T. Grafton, pastor of the were Mesdames Augusta Cash,
church. The skedding wi:1 be Althea Price, Leath Jones, Hen-
covered in anotILT edition. rietta Craigen, Marie Adams.
Prior to the wedding Elsie Annie Belle Alleyne, Emma
was complemented by two show- Crittenden, Eleanor Olgesby,
ens, one given by Ernesine- Cun- Lola Pope. Hattie Braithwaite.
ningham, Marie Bradford and Lilia Lewis, Marian Gibson and
your scribe at Ernestine's bea- Misses Mattie B e 11, Isabel
tiful Riverside home. Playing_Greenlee, and Allison Vance.
the bridal games and there was Guests were Mesdames Har- i
one in particular, a word game riett Walker, Louise Westley,!
which was most interesting as Pauline Allen, Johnetta Hozay,
well as baffling were; the Lillian Campbell, Ruth Collins.
bride's mother. Mrs. Lillian Ethel Tarpley, Florence Mc-
Thomas, the bride's grandmo- Pherson, Irene Price, Ethel
ther, Mrs. Arthella Gordon, El- Watkins, Catherine Johnson,
,eanor Currie, Rubye Gadison, Nell Narthcross and Misses Ro-[
Annie Marie Greene, Gloria berta Chruch a n d Annette
Lindsey and Moses Yvonne Church, from Washington, D.C.
Brooks. and Lawrence Patterson o f
Lorne Osbornealso feted Elsie Mississippi Vocational College
with a bridal shower at her in Itta Bena, Miss.
home on Sparks Avenue. Corn- "Put on your high heel sneak-
'ing out to share this occasion ems", is what the staff of the
with the bride were Valerie old rag, the Tri-State Defender
Jefferies, Fannie West. Gladys did and had a ball at the office
Dean, Jeanette Powell, Erma party the Thursday before
Branch, the groom's sister, Lou- Christmas. Boy what a party!
past year affected us, we wel- in New York in November in James who works with sub-ILeMoyne student, James Spen-
come the New Year with hope the Little Church Around the scriptions and her companyieer Byes, Jr., Orphelia and Jim-
for world peace and peace to Corner and this was the first Nathaniel Peeples, Ernest Wi- my Byas' son entertained some
each of you individually. We time many of the Brawrier fain- thers, photographers who al- of the college crowd in the re-
friends had met the groom ways prides himself with being creation rooms of the family'slikened our sentiments to those ilY
"if whose ; mother lives in Tuske- at the right place at the right South Parkway home.of Rochefoucauld who said,
we have not peace within our- flee• time and was guilty of taking, Assisting her brother in re-
selves, it is in vain to seek it The Golden Circle Social and a few winks at the party; Ray ,ceiving was Mae Byes who's a
from outward sources." Thrift Club entertained friends Wicks, circulation man who has'frosh year student at Dickinson
This is our wish for you, a with a Christmas banquet in the acquired a reputation as of College in Penna. Some of the
very Happy and Peaceful New social rooms of the Universal that night for being a smooth young folk enjoying the holi-
Year! Life Insurance Company. dancers Ad man Henry Collins, day fare and ping pong, dan-
The Christmas holiday season Members of this active or
brought us weddings, showers, ganization which annualls-
open houses, visitors, formal charters a bus to take trips
dances, parties, trips et al that to points of interest throughout
makes for a jolly good time. the country are Mesdames 'Edna
Cast a watchful eye and we'll Haywood, who's president; Be-
try to bring you the tidings of atrice Fuller, Rosebud Howell,
the season. Alice Walsh, Emmalyn Duncan.
Of widespread interest is the-Clyde Hickerson, Marie Ward-
low, Jennie Tyler, Doris Maclin,
Dorothy Crane, Ruby Swift, Lil-
lian Owens, Ellen Dixon, Hallie.
Liggen, Rosie Porter, Georgia
Smith, Willie Little, Frankie
Maple, Easter Jackson, Vernita
MISS ORA L. GRANT
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niece, Lorna 51cFall from Chi- ron Northcross, Dr. and Mrs.
cago. ,Frederick A. Rivers, Mrs. O.B.
Other staff members enjoying Braithwaite, Mrs. Maude Bright,
the party with gusto and ex-,Mrs. A. W. Jefferson, Dr and
the Foote Home auditorium, on
Sunday, December 12, 5 p.m. ,
The band presented a salute
lo Royalty which included the
;following selections: "Deck the
Hall." -Silent Night," "Away
in a Manger," "Hark! The Her-
ald Angels Sings," and "We!Have Heard on High."
The program was an enjoy-
able one and we thank Mrs.
Grace Horner of Walker School
for inviting our band to partici-
pate.
Band officers are Barbara
Knox. president; Charlie Hil-
NEWLYWEDS AND PARENTS — Flanked by their par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John L. Cameron are seen awaiting
guests during a reception held in their honor at Flora's
Wedding Chapel on Sunday, Dec. 19. From left are Mrs.
Joseph Ramsey, mother of the groom. Chicago Heights,
ron and Angela Flowers who's
Laurie and Atty. Russell Sugar-at LeMoyne.
Some of the many friends mon, who were a joy to watch
helping the truly surprised Tony as they executed latest dances
son, Morehouse, Evelyn Sim-- wiElethnewanmd 
uuchtiligisracpehllalnipds,zeNset.;celebrate were Robert David
mons, and Erma Hawains from
Spelman,, Beblon Goodloe,
Hampton, Millard Brown, Sou-
thern Illinois University; Don
Brownlee, 'Howard; University;
Leon Brownlee, LeMoyne; Ed-
dra and Dr. John Jordan who
had just come in from Nash- were Jewel Gentry Hulbert,
vile where they spent Christ- 
who's visiting her contractor
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Lestertnas day with his parents; Nora Ervin, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Jef-and Fred Jones, Mary .
and Jimmy Jones and
several days in St. Louis dur-
ing the holidays attending the
National Laymen Institute Con-
vention of the CME Church.
And Evelyn and William Ro-
berston also spent part of the
holidays in St. Louis.
night members nf, the Christmas in 
Chicago visiting
Dr. B. B. Martin spent the
Acres Town and Country Clublhis brother and sister in law,
were enjoying the sounds of ;Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Martin, Sr.
trumpeter Willie Mitchell and Home for the holidays were
his number two in the nation Tommye and Herbert Harrison
;from Nashville where Herb isband
dking trips for the holidays 'a Meharry dental student and
Tommye a Fisk shudent. They
were visiting her parents, Helen
and Thomas Hayes on South
Parkway. Also visiting t h e
C. fries and Mr. and Mrs. Rocoe Hayeses was reir sist or ,
Dons Patteron all in Pheonix, Arizona. Thelma Outten from Baltimore.
Pauline Allen was off at the Marian Speight is home from
beginning of the season for San Bethune-Cookman College
Francisco and Los Angeles to where she heads the Foreign
'visit relatives and friends. Language Department, She's
'Clanton. And Bernice Calloway
:with her mother, Mrs. W. O.
Speight, Sr. on South Parkway.
Also in Los Angeles visiting
Mrs. Belle Phillips sisters,
Mrs. Bertha Bruce, from Chi-
cago and Mrs. Creacy Boykin
of Cleaveland are visiting here
fo rthe holidays.
:was off to Washington, D.C.
where she attended a meeting
of national officers of Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority.
Harriett and Maceo Walker
III.; Mr. and Mrs. Cameron, and Mr. and Mrs. Luther John-
son of 691 Hernando st. Mrs. Cameron is the former Miss
Ann Johnson. Attending the couple were Mrs. Carol Jones,
Mrs. Bernice Hendrix, Miss Arbrie Griffi, Douglass Johnson
and Allen Charleston. (Withers Photo)
White's Chapel Female-Dominated
ScLool News Society Lessenes
ATLANTA — (NPI) — Thetmale
BENEFIT PROGRAM I griain consisted of poems, a
Our school band participated!play and speech chorus. Music
in the Citizens Eighteenth An-'was rendered by the school
nual Benefit Christmas Fund band. The program was a mag-
program, which was held at nificent affair.
Much success to Mrs. Watson
and the Language Arts- depart-
ment.
The second grade classes
presented a Christmas Pro-
gram on December 17. Special
leatures were given by other
classes of the school. This pro-
gram was enjoyed by all stu-
dents, parents and teachers
present. The sponsors were
Mrs. Elizabeth Jones and your
new generation of southern Ne-
groes is becoming less woman-
led, a recent survey conducted
jby the Southern Christian
ILeadership Conference disclos-
ed.
The survey pointed al parti-
cular to those involved in bring-
about social change.
Dr. Robert L. Green, educa-
tional psychologist on leave
from Michigan State Universi-
ty. headed SCLC's Citizenship
Education department work-
shop at the Penn Community
center, n hich reached this
scribe. !finding.
TEACHER OF WEEK
This honor is given to Mrs. The cent
Lela B. Rolfe, who is the wife —
;son, vice president; Diane Id Leslie Rolfe. They are the
;Hampton, secretary, Thelma 'parents of one daughter.
;Minion, assistant secretary; Mrs. Bolts is a member of St. ,
'Julia Walker, treasurer; Char- Mathews Baptist Church of !
les Gage. sergeant-at-arms and which Rev. H. H. Harper is /
Diane Burns. assistant director. minister. At White's Chapel,
Members of the band are Mrs. Rolfe is a 3-1 A teacher
Rickey Caldwell, James Cath- and School Librarian. Congrat-
.ey. Frederick Graham. Larry ulation to a good teacher.
Scott. Lenoice White. Marilyn STUDENTS OF THE WEEK
Cage. Gracie Mae Collins, , Gracie Collins, Julia Walker,
Gloria Crump, Willie Mae Hen- JohnHardaway. Ernestine Jef-
derson. Kathy Scott, Elizabethierson, Diane Hampton, Lor-
raine Beasley, Elizabeth Shep-
herd, Charles Cage, Annie Pen-
dleton, Guy Hampton. Jessie
Lawrence, Barbara Bowles and
Shepher, Clara Sledge, Marga-
ret Yancy. Sandra Mosby and
Linda Edwards.
LANGUAGE ARTS
The Junior High Language Da Verne Yancy.
I Arts department, under the di- Seasons greetings to
rection of Mrs. Elizabeth Wat- one!
son, presented a program to Mrs. Marion Bailey is
upper grade students. The .pro- er.
Miss Ora L. Grant's
Engagement Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Grant of
484 S. Hollywood St. announce
the engagement of their daugh•
ter,' Miss Ora Lee Grant. to
Robert D.. Hines. on of Mr and
Mrs. Hubert Hines of Forest
the Muskogen Heights, Mich..
school system. Miss Grant is a
member of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority.
Mr. Hines is associated with
Budd's Jewelry of Muskogen,City, Ark.
Mich. Ile is a graduate of Lin-Miss Grant was graduated leoln High school in Forest Cityfrom Melrose Ili h school and
received a bachelor of science
degree from Lincoln university
at Jefferson City. MO.
and attended the Muskogen
Community college.
No date has been set for the
every-
report-
WELCOME TO THE WALDORF
145 Auction At Second
Open Throughout The Holidays. Now is
Is Our Big Xmas Season. IF YOU ARE
PLANNING A PARTY FOR THE HOLI-
DAYS, CALL AND LEAVE THE WORRY-
ING TO US. Swinging With Soul Brothers
Playing The Best In Soul Music.
Every Friday, Saturday, & Sunday Night
FRI. t SAT. FROM 11:00 P.M. TO 3:00 A.M.
SUN. 8:00 P.M. TO 12:00
Breakfast Ball Christmas Ivo
fl•w Tears Ev•
• We Serve The Best In Food: Specializing In
• STEAKS • CHOPS • CHICKEN 9 SEA FOOD
OPEN IAILT PH. 526-9919
Mr. M. C. Brown - Proprietor
group nas 44 per
and 56 per cent female
with average formal training of
males were employed, against
50 per cent of the females.
Average ages for males werc
22 and for females, 31.
In summing up the survey,
Dr. Green said:
11.4 and 9.5 years respectively
Seventy-one per cent of the
"To extent that the personnel
examined are representative of
leaders of the southern Negro
eommunits. it would seem that
the most recent generation is
less of a matriarchal society
that the one before it; at least,
in the case of those bringing
about social change."
ALCY 
ACRES 
COUNTRY CLUB
(Formerly The 
‘Cnderrnere)
Mernbersblp 
Contact
946-2019 or 
946-1785
SI • 
THOMAS MEN' 
S CLUB 
Presents
A Cord 
and fun 
Potty
Every 
Wednesday 14.tte
t:00 .M• 
Until 
12:00 P .M•
Viol& 'f our 
Bullet.tn 
Sunday's
For Mote 
Iniormaton
Place — 
St.-0101os School 
Cokete6o
,
Decembet 30, 
1965, Bruce 
,
Benek‘t, Uniled 
Negro 
Cok\ege Focl
The Stardust Club
321 SEA LE STREET
This is one of the newest and fabulous clubs in
Memphis, just recently opened. Specializing in
the finest of foods; chicken, steaks, chops, and
seafood.
Live Jazz Show
We ore featuring on• of the best Jazz Combos in
town. Playing th• best in Jazz; old standards by
Miles, Parker, Jimmy Smith, Donald Byrd, Nancy
Wilson and many others. Open Daily from 1:00
p.m. OHL Harold L. Kinchelow -Prop.
Ft
trying to locate heirs
of
JOSEPHINE WILSON
Possible interest in valuable
property. She died in 1912.
Allegedly mother of five
children; Mary Hall, Add
Langston, Jennie Baker,
Perline Russell and J.M. Hall.
Contact
F.C. SEWELL
442 Commerce Tile Building
Memphis, Tenn.
Ph. 525-0272
LOUOES 
CIRCLE OF 
AVE MARl A 
GUILD
Is 
Sellng 
1;ckets to 
C.B.C• 
Basketball,
to iAelp
"Ille AO I e Oi 
Mo6a Home For50722
The Agee
Save P4°‘.........„2.7:—..--
ST . 
-THOMAS 
BOOSTER'S CLUB
`,4k1 
Sponsor li, 
Pancake Supper
January 13, 
1966
Please Coll 
Joe Purdy
525-0785 or 
',Ole Some 
at 
. 
_
1500Ihomos 
o Peps 
Colo 
Company
Y our 
Church or Club 
Announcements W eekly
during that year. However the City. The couple was married his date, Ruby Woods, Evelyn , The Monday before Christmas
She is presently a teacher in wedding.
t.,
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NEWEST AKAs at LeMOVNE — The November "line" pro-
duced seven neophites for LeMovne College's Beta Tau chap-
ter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, including these six coeds.
Front, left to right: Bennie Teague. Mattie Taylor and Bob-
MR. AND MRS. LEON JONES
Porter Teacher Wed
In Holiday Ceremony
A wedding reception was held at Pine Bluff, Ark.
on Thursday, Dec. 23, in honor
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Jones
who were married at 11 A.M. in
Flora's Wedding Chapel.
.The bride is the former Miss
Bobbie J. Washington, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. H. Wash-
ington of 200 Majuba Ave.
She is a graduate of Tennes-
see A & I State university and
is presently an English teach-
er at Porter Junior High
school.
Mr. Jones is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Jones of Craw-
fordsville, Ark., -and a gradu-
ate of Arkansas AM&N college
Leontyne Price
To Get NAACP
Spingarn Medal
NEW YORK — (NPI) — or
era star Leontyne Price will
pick up the NAACP's 7965 Spin-
garn medal, awarded to her for
„stellar achievement in her field
--dishing the associations 1986,
annual fellowship dinner, Jan,
2
Miss PI ire's onnatic sched•
tile prevented her from receiv-
11,6 the medal at the NAACP
Lcnver' convention In July.
The dinner will he !old at the
New Yoik Hilton Hocci preced-
i-e the 3ss9ciation'E Pr.nual cor-
porate meting.
Ile has worked as a mathe-
matical statistician at Joliet,
and is presently enrolled
as a staff student at Southern
Illinois University, working in
the area of mathematics.
lb 
bie Raybourn. Back row, left to right: Jessie Young,
restinc Frazier and Porrestine Wadlington. The seventh
member (not pictured) is Patricia Williams. Basileus of the
undergrad chapter is Cladia Walton.
- — -
What's New?,
Americans who live where the
temperature goes way down in
the winter colild use a humid-
ifier to make up for the dry air
produced by low temperatures.
One new cabinet humidifier
for the home boasts an electro-
nic air cleaner so that two jobs
are done at once.
I,
TAYSTEE BREAD
and
COOK BOOK CUP CAKES
For-
Nightingale
!Thrift Club
Fetes Members
Members of the Nightingale
Thrift club presented 1144.* an-
nual Christmas dinner at the
tome of Mr. and Mrs. George
Cain of 1265 Effie rd. on Sun-
day, Dec. 12.
All 24 members of the club
were present with their guests,
and enjoyed a delicious menu
prepared by the hostess.
Following the dinner, the
guest box and secret pals' gifts
were opened.
Officers of the club are Mrs.
Dorenga Strong, president;
Mrs, A. F. Lofties, secretary;
Mrs. Magnolia Collins, report-
er; Mrs. Bessie Gray, vice
president; Mrs. Georgia Ish-
mael, assistant secretary; Mrs.
M. Arnold, chaplain, and Mrs.
Inez Boyd, treasurer.
Other members are Mrs. Ro-
lle Gant, Mrs. Mary Beatie,
Mrs. Katie McGuire, Mrs.
Nancy Mitchell, Mrs. Thelma
Davis, Mrs. Georgia Herne,
Mrs. Lula Lenore, Mrs. Irene
Smith, Mrs. Ruth Hicks, Mrs.
Arlene Johnson; Mrs. Ruby
Young, Mrs. Fanny Brasile,
Mrs. Dora Littles ,Mrs. Betty
jAlacmLesmore and Mrs Irene
Teachers Feted At
Principal's Party
Mrs. H. 0. Lewis, principal
of the Locke Elementary
school, entertained members of
the faculty, several friends, and
members of the PTA during an
affair held in the school's cafe-
torium on Tuesday evening,
Dec. 14.
The party was the ninth an-
nual Christmas patry that Mrs.
Lewis has presented for the
teachers, and they now look
upon it as an institution.
The cafetorium took on a
festive appearance with unusu-
al Christmas decorations. Out-
standing was the huge, lavish-
ly decorated tree with the beau-
uliy-wr apped gifts for the
teachers at its base. Mrs. Lewis
also included. .gifts.log the! TT&
Household Tip
Holiday pot and pan washing
will be a breeze if each, as it's
emptied, is filled with hot wa-
ter and 2 tablespoons of sal
soda concentrated. The sal
loosens burned or stuck residue
so a simple swabbing in the
dishwa.shing water gets pots
and pans clean.
•
members and other invited
guests.
A solemn occasion was jqt.
before the serving of diaper,
when those present were told to
light the individual candles at
plates, and Mrs. Laura Robin-
son, a sixth grade teacher, sang
"Bless This House."
During and' after dinner, the
group was entertained by Musi-
cians and faculty members
who sang music appropriate for
the season.
Among the guests present
was Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, a
former principal of the school.
Dinner Dance
Planned By
Soda! Club
Members of the Willing Work-
ers Social club will hold a din-
ner dance at the LeMoyne Gar-
dens auditorium on New Year's
night.
During the recent holiday,
members of the club contri-
buted 10 baskets of foods to the
less fortunate of the communi-
ty.
Election of officers foF 1906
was held on Dec. 8.
cif
•
HAPPY
NEW YEAR
Please accept our
warmest of wishes
for a joyful holiday.
196$
SOUTHERN
FUNERAL HOME
440 Vance Ave.
527-7311
HOGUE & KNOTT
Do your Christmas Food Shopping
at one of our Food Stores
CHASER DRINKS 10 Oz. For 2
BLACK EYE
PEAS
California
ORANGES
—Mott *mime
MEAL BagLb. 5
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK IN MEMPHIS
ON FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
• No Coupons
• No Stamps!
• No Forced
Purchases.
C. I
3511 Park at Highland
973 So.. Third
at Walker
g
1378 Hollywood at
Chelsea
4321 Summer Ave.
-3362 Summer at
1578 Lamar Ave.
HOGUE 8,1 KNorrrl
Convenient
Locations .1111a
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10 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
PRESENT: "WIGS GALORE"
IN' 10 WINNERSis DRAWN EACH FRIDAY
FREE$20000 yiN.V12
PARIS1ENNE MODELS
Fukien NU Wigs
it, indorsed bi
C..)41
Wiled fishioe opt outhorly
NOTHING TO BUY—
Get Fre. Card Each Visit
Drawings Live on TV'S
Fashion Tress
BRAND—World Famous
WIG WINNERS Did You Know
Mrs. H. E. Rebels Mn. H. C.
50 Eastland Dr. ScereetsPelISO S. Lauderdale
w .
Mrs.IØihöias.. Mrs. R. Heidlas Mn.TeriorUlf W. Fey 1911 McLensote 1123 Chitti Av..
•
•11.
sArg Hunter Cutrt
12 Fer""ed The art of wig making is one of She most
carGUly protected and jealously guarded
skills in the world, passed on from one gen-
eration of Fashion Tress master wig crafts-
men to the next.
• That most of the famed dress designers
have a wig or hairpiece specially styled for
every model showing their clothes.
• An estimated S million women in the United
States, already own wigs.
• Fashion Tress Wigs can be beautifully
styled to be worn without bangs.
•
• That you can do as much or more with a
Fashion Tress Wig than your own hair.
• Fashion Tress Wigs weigh on the average
less than five ounces and are light and cool
to wear.
• That a brunette can rook like a natural
blonde in a Fashion Tress wig.
• You will have so many hours to do the
things you want to do and you will always
be ready for that important occasion when
you weer a Fashion Tress Wig.
• Today owning a Fashion Tress Wig has be-
come a new status symbol.
FASHION TRESS MODEL
THESE WINNING NUMBERS
ARE POSTED TODAY
Mist be claimed before Fri., Dec.
3Ist, 6:30 P.M. Expiration.
CHECK THESE LUCKY
NUMBERS NOW
• F62281
• F62124
• E55993
• B74442
• C72794
• A45987
• t17788
• D61521
• E55976
• D58154
• D62863
• C71789
• C54453
• F72375
• B74401
• F48139
• M39695
• A18359
• D62230
• A45787
.AS ADVERTISFD IN
EBONY
• The Fashion Tress European factories are
the largest end oldest in the world. They
employ over 2,700 skilled craftsmen.
• Fashion Tress Inc. is the world's largest wig
company, and sold more human hair wigs
last year than any other wig company.
"PARISIDINE"—HAND WEFTS)
BY FASHION TRESS
• 8" EUROPEAN HAIR
• CHOICE OF COLOR
• CHOICE OF SIZE
• CHOICE OF STYLE
FOR ALL WINNERS
DRAWING:
• LIVE ON TV, CH.
• 5th DRAWING DEC. 31st
• 6:20 P.M. EACH FRIDAY
• 7 WINNING NUMBERS
WILL BE ANNOUNCED EACH
DRAWING—ON TV
• 3 MORE NUMBERS
DRAWN AT SAME TIME
WILL BE POSTED IN ALL
OUR STORES MONDAY
• FULL DETAILS AND RULES
IN STORES
WHY? A WIG!
Fashion Tress \Artgs are creating dramatic
changes in the modern woman's day-to-day
life. They are the most important basic fash-
ion accessories and beauty aids she can own.
For a club roosting she can be a chic, smart
brunette ... for di formal bell she may beau-
tifuliy prove that blondes do have more fun.
With a Fashion Tress Wisettslitse achieves all
this as easily at • man his tie.
Compliments come easily. . . she radiates
poise and confidence after slipping into her
latest coiffure. Best of all, her Fion Tress
9iYOS her new found freedom from fear
of list mine, piens.
44(-......--11111[ AS ADVERTISED
Tress
falwrane
BUS DRIVERS HELP NEEDY — Twelve
bus drivers_ for the Memphis Transit com-
pany wanted to do something to make
needy families happy at Christmas, so they
collected these ba.kets of groceries for dis-
tribution, and then donated $50 in cash to
the Good Neighbor Youth Foundation's Shel-
ter Home at 581 Walker avenue. Kneeling
on front row from left, are C. .1. Herron,
R. Bailey, J Daugherty and M. Swauncy.
Standing same order, are J. L. Smith, F.
Echols, H. Evans, L. Moody, W. A. Brown,
L. White, William Hudson and J. Pope.
SPORTS
fHORIZ
/11111111MEEN By BILL LITTLE
1965 PREP REVIEW
The 1965 Prep League was
more evenly balanced than at
any time in recent years with
three schools bagging champi.
onships in football, basketball,
baseball and track.
Carver snared the cage title
and followed it up by annexing
its first baseball crown. The
Cobras were the only team to
add more than one champion-
ship.
Manassas dethroned Melrose
as football champs after a race
that was decided when the two
contenders met in the last
game of the season.
The Golden Wildcats track
team got off to a slow start but
finished in a rush for the
crown. Melrose made history
by scoring an upset victory for
the TSSAA state cinder cham-
pionship. It was the first time
Negroes had competed for
state honors on an integrated
basis.
Melrose appeared headed for
its second consecutive grid title
on the strength of its big line
anchored by prodigious tackle
Lynn Cox and break-away run-
ner Ricky Tate. After a tie
with Douglas early in the sea-
son, Manassas moved steadily
along behind the Trigg bro-
thers passing act. End Charles
Trigg pulled in five touchdown
passes thrown by brother Wil-
bert who operated at quarter-
back. Hurricane Betsy brought
to Memphis something other
than torrential rains. It wasn't
ing of games the week of Bet-
one at the time, but the cancel-
sy's visit, included the Melrose-
Manassas contest and thusly
fans were rewarded by having
the opportunity to see the two
teams in the showdown game
at the end of the season.
Manassas took on Carver of
Tupelo, Miss., in the annual
Blues Bowl game. Manassas
had to stage a dramatic last
minute march for the winning
touchdown. Only 10 seconds re-
mained in the game when Cur-
tis Broome split the uprights
for the point that gave the Ti
gers a 14-13 victory over the
stubborn, previously undefeat-
ed Little Six champions.
Booker T. Washington made
a late stretch run at Carver in
basketbap, including a humilia-
ting defeat of the Cobras on
the latter's home court, but
Carver had opened the season
by downing the Warriors and
that loss came back to haunt
the scalpers. The steady play-
ing Leondist Brown led Carver
to the title. Shelby County sent
Woodstock and Mitchell Road
to represent this area in the
state tourney at Nashville as
Prep League entrants in the re-
gional runoff faltered.
For the first time the Prep
League took four outsiders as
members of its baseball league.
Woodstock, Mt. Pisgah, Geeter
and Mitchell Road were includ-
ed in the schedule for the first
time with the league being di-
vided into Northern and South-
ern divisions. The two six-team
circuits played 10-game sche-
dules with Douglass grabbing
the Northern title with a 10-0
record and Carver emerging
victorious in the Southern sec-
tion with a 9-0-1 mark.
Carver's strong pitching trio
of Bob Jones, Ken Samuels and
Gentry Delaney subdued Doug-
lass in the division fights. Car-
ver was beaten by Kingsbury
in the regionals.
In the Civitan Invitation -
track and field meet Melrot
suffered a bit of tough luck anc
went away without any laurels'
chalked up to its credit. Withi
1
high strung Willie Dawson lead.
4ng the way, Melrose didn't
look back as the Golden Wild-
cats added District and Region
crowns to qualify for the state.
Oak Ridge was favored, but so
was Catholic in the regional
meet. Melrose had to rely sole-
ly on its sprinters to win as
some expected points in the
field didn't come. 
.
EXTRA INNING PLAYOFF
In the waning minutes of the
first sudden death period Don
Chandler unloaded a 25-yard
field goal to give the Green
Bay Packers a 13-10 win over
the Baltimore Colts and the
Western Division NFL champ-
ionship. The Packers earned
the right to meet Jim Brown's
Cleveland Browns for the
league title Sunday. A sidelight
in the vicious defensive strug-
gle which could have been bill-
ed as the Packers' three quar-
terbacks against the Colts'
handyman signal caller Tom
Matte was the fearless punt re-
turn attempts by Al Haymon,
formerly of Southern Universi-
ty, and Willie and Elijah Pitts
who matriculated at Southern
Cal and Philander Smith re-
spectively. The trio didn't make
any long returns, possibly be-
cause Haymon was belting eith-
er Pitts or Woods the instance
they fielded kicks. Pitts and
Woods, on the Packers' punt
coverage team, tore into Hay-
mon and parred the Baltimore
broken field artist with some
bone crushing tackles.
Wrong Way Escape
ANDIANAPOLIS — (NPI) —
'rison doors clanged shut on an
i-year-old state repormatory
imate who ran the wrong way
an escape attempt. The
outh, brought into court to
'testify in a robbery trial, sprin-
ted away from officers and took
headlong, head down escape
route up a ramp at county pail.
The only thing wrong v,as
that he ran smack dab into 60
deputies gathered for the fun-
eral of one of their comrads.
WOOLWORTH'S
I rim!, VIII Oft printed or xolid
ROLL SLEEVE BLOUSES
I.611 rata. .!-
It's hard to lAeve these carefree cottons could look
SC) good yet cost so little. And they come in six favorite
collar styles. Solid white, Hoe, red. pink, gold and as-
sorted prints. Nlisses. sizes 32 to 35.
Extra large size blouses, 40 to 44 1  49
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT
WOOLWORTH'S
• ... The Home of :
III
OVER. IS CARS TO CHOOSE FROM
LOW BANK FINANCING
- -UP TO
36 MONTHS TO PAY
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
Factory-approved warranty available ONLY
from your Cadillac dealer
;41110as-1A 1•8207 an lA 7.9101
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GOOD MORNING
t SPORTS!
They're singing a new theme-song out on the
UCLA campus: "Oh, Lord, deliver me from Ten-ten-
tennessee" . . . The world seems strange since Archie
Moore stepped off (he did step off, didn't he?) . . .
Strange things are happening to the Los Angeles
Rams they're learning how to win ... Bill DeWitt, the
Cincinnati Red boss, is being typically callous when he
offers Frank Robinson in trade (he ought to trade
himself sometimes) . . . Joe Black, the man from
Greyhound, is giving kids good advice: stay in school
. • . Walt Dukes, once a Piston, and
Elston Howard, still a Yankee, have
something in common: the travel
agency business ...Sugar Ray
Robinson's wife, Millie; and Joe
Louis' wife, Martha, are look-alikes
. If George Gainford, Sugar Ray's
manager, can't teach Ernie Terrell
how to throw that right hand,
nobody can. They don't call George
"The Emperor Jones" because he's
stupid.
Certain Angelenos aren't all that thrilled about
Johnny Roseboro's job ... Now it's official: the luxury
of hitting Roseboro in the head with a bat cost Juan
Marichal the National League's earned-run title (S.
Koufax edged him, 2.04 to 2.14) ... Will boxing dredge
up Zora Folley for a title fight? ... Will Cassius marry
again? ... Will Althea Gibson quit golf? (tune in somel
other time, like 10 years from now, for the answers)
... If trouble doesn't come looking for Sonny Liston.
Anny'll go looking for trouble (they have a romance
going) ...
DASHING THE DOTTED LINE: Curt McClinton,
the KC Chiefs star, and John Wyatt, the Green Goose's
best friend, are teamed in a $400,000 housing project
out where Count Basie became a hit . . . The San
Francisco Giants' brass has broken up the old Alou
gang. Whereas there used to be three Giant Alous —
Mateo, Felipe and Jesus — there is now just one:
Jesus, (A44 don't call _him "Jiiy._"T2.!e:/ts, you like
to be withered with a glance) . .. The Yankees would
dearly love to pry Orlando Cepeda loose from San
Francisco. Not only because he hits, but also because
he's Puerto Rican and the Yanks could use some Pureto
Rican dollars (how do you like that for a reverser?)
. . . Except some quick legislation to protect pro
quarterbacks, now that Johnny Unitas is laid up . . .
But win, lose, or draw, the Chi Bears are the pro team
of the year — and Gale Sayers is the best football
invention since shoulder pads.
FINAL ADDS: When the Pittsburgh Steelers lost
John Henry Johnson, they lost their running game
(they don't have enough offense now to get across a
bridal path) . . . Bill Veeck lays the wood to "the
Milwaukee carpetbaggers" in "The Hustler's Hand-
book" ... Joe Foy is a Negro. Lew Alcindor is a Negro./
Mel Farr is a Negro. So what else is new? . . . Art
Modell, the Cleveland Browns' owner, had some hot
words for that lawyer and that pregnant girl who
sued fullback Jimmy Brown. "They can go to hell,"
Modell said. Amen to that.
Sayers, Brown
Top Statistics
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Vet-
eran Jim Brown and rookie!
Gale Sayers dominated the Na-
tional Football League's final
regular season individual sta-
tistics.
Brown led the leap/Pin rush-
ing for the eighth time in nine
years and scored 21 touchdowns
to finish second to Sayers in
scoring with 126 points. But
great seasons have become al-
most routine for the Cleveland
fullback. The year's No: 1 sur-
prise was the performance of
Sayers.
The Chicago haifback ad-
vented the ball 2,275 yards, the
third highest total in history.
He was second to Brown in
rushing with 6117 yards, re-
turned 16 punts for 238 yards
and 21 ki koffs for 660 yards.
Yet his most spectacular
achievement of all Was scoring
a record n touchdowns to lead
the league in scoring with 132
points.
Rudy Bukich, who warmed
the bench for eight years,
emerged as the league's top
passer. The Chicago quarter-
back hit on 176 of 312 attempts
for 2,641 yards and 20 touch-
downs. Johnny Unitas of Bal-
timore was second and San
Francisco's John Brodie showed Michel's. Belt.
the effect of Y.A. Tittle's coach- co.. ainn.
ing by completing 62 per cent
of his passes for 3,112 yards
and 30 TDs. Bart Starr was
fourth and New York's Earl
Morrell was fifth.
Brodie's favorite target, Dave
Parks, topped the pass receiv-
ers with 110 receptions for 1,344
yards and 12 TDs. The Rams'
Tommy McDonald was *second
followed by Pete Retzlaff of
Philadelphia and Bobby Mitch-
ell of Washington.
The individual leaders -
Alt Comp Pet Yea TDs Ion
Rakich. Chi.
312 176 .564 2641 20 6
Unites. Balt
282 164 55 2 2530 23 12
Brodie, I F.
391 242 61,9 :1112 30 16
Starr. Green Bay
250 140 56.0 2055 16 9
Morrell. N Y.
302 155 51.3 2446 22 12
ftChNING
I Brown, Clay. 289
Sayer.. ('hi. 160
'T. Brown, Phil 158
Wil!arii. S.F. 169
Taylor. Green Re.
207 734 4
1544 17
467 14
all 6
755 5
PAS.% RECEIVING
nee Tile Are Tile,
Parks, SF 30 1344 16.8 12
Melmnold, I. A 67 1036 15.5 9
F.etalefi, Phil, 66 1190 18.0 10 t
Ws.h. fin 567 14.5 6
Casey. IF. 59 785 13.0
etif ()RING
Ws PAT TO Tetal
layer.. Chl. 22 0 0 132
Brown. CH% 21 0 0 126
Davis. S.F. n 53-52 27•17 103
0 48-48 28-17 101
0 44-44 35-23 113
Are
6.3
32
6.4
4.1
3.5
DEFENDJR
Bob H ayes Still
Winning Races--
NEW YORK — (UPI)—Here
it is one year later and nothing
really has changed for Bob
Hayes. He's still winning all the
foot races.
A year ago he was doing it
for gold medals in Tokyo.
And Sunday, with hard cold
cash on the line instead, the,
skinny-legged, 22-year-old Hayes
left everyone else up the track
. again by racing for a pair of
touchdowns in a 38-20 victory,
over the New York Giants that,
ned the Dallas Cowboys a'
pia ff Bowl berth in Miami,'
Fla., est month.
Hayes didn't go home espec-
islly impressed with his own
performance during the entire
season or during Sunday's game
although he became the first
rookie since 1961 to total more
than 1.000 yards with pass re-
ceptions.
Of the season, he said laugh-
ingly:
"I had a helluva year if it
wasn't for Gale Sayers"
And as foe the game ltself, he coming for me," he said.
added: "I've got a lot of friends and
"My two touchdowns came in relatives in Florida. I got a lot
the first half. Now if I had,of 'em in Dallas, too. Did you
scored the winning touchdown know Mickey Mantle was right
it would've meant more to me there when I signed my first
than winning those gold medals contract with the Cowboys?
l in the Olympics." He's my idol. I played the same
•Doc• ming°
Hayes accounted for his first Position he did in lligh school,
TD on a 65-yard pass play froml centerfield. lie's the greatest
in my book."
When he returned to the sub-
ject of football, Hayes said he
quarterback Don Meredith 40
seconds before the end of the
first quarter, then set his record
by scoring on another 33-yarder
from Meredith near the end
of the second period. ,
The second run gave Hayes
a total of 1,003 yards and made
him the first rookie receiver to
reach that Ugure since Mike
Ditka of the Chicago Bears did
our years ago.
"I've still got a whole lot to
learn,- said Hayes, peeling
yards of adhesive tape off hi,
chest in the dressing room.
"There is one important thing
I've learned already," added
world's fastest human who is
easily identified by that blurred
streak on your TV screen. "You.
can't make it on speed alone in
the pros. Vou can't run a
straight line. The defensive,
backs in this league are tool
good. They'll grab you every-if
time you run straight. You got-I
ta put on some moves."
"Meredith claims Hayes has
Jeanie many of the moves at- -
ready.
"He has improved 100 per
cent since he first came to us,"
declared the Dallas quarter-
back. "He's still doing a lot of
work on what we call 'the
routes.' or moves, whatever
you like to call them. What it
boils down to is knowing when
to break and when not to break.
"Bob is learning well. He has
more than speed going for him,"
Meredith went on. "I'll say this,
though. Whenever you're in
doubt, you can throw the ball
as far as you like because you
know he's gonna be there to get
It''
Tom Landry. the Cowboys',
coach, also is impressed with
some of Hayes' other assets be-
sides his speed.
"What I like best about him
is his explosiveness," said Lan.
dry. "Go to every game we won
this year and you'll discover
Hayes made the big play. He's
our Gale Sayers."
It was rather curious Landry
should mention the name of
Chicago's Rookie of the Year
because Hayes had mentioned
it earlier in an entirely differ- ,
ent connection.
As he cut more tape off both
his ankles, Hayes who is listed
at 189 on the program but ac-
tually weighs only 175, talked
about his first season in the
pranks and how happy he was
to be going to Florida, where
he makes his home.
"It'll be just like a home-
BOB HAYES
his old Olympic teammate,
Henry Carr of the Giants, is
he fastest man in the NFL.
"But speed can't do it alone
in the league," added Hayes,
taking off his football shoes.
A year ago in Tokyo, Hayes
borrowed track shoes belong-
ing to 800-meter champion Tom-
my Farrell and then went out
and copped the gold medal in
the 100 meters.
"I remember that and I still
got the shoes.- laughed Hayes.
"These shoes here? Oh, they're
mine, all right I've been run-
ning in my own shoes since
that day."
Those shoes have taken Hayes
a long way.
ea
January 29 Baseball Draft Set
NEW YORK — (LTD—Major
league baseball will hold its an-
nual winter draft meeting on
Saturday, Jan 29, it was an-
nounced by William D. Eeckert,
commissioner of baseball.
The draft will be held at the
Hotel Americana and will con-
sist of two phases
The first or special phase will
be limited to the drafting of all
players selected in the June
and August drafts but not sign-
ed. Their names will go on a
special list which will be dis•
tributed by the cornmissionerl
office to all major league clubs.
In this phase, the 20 major
league teams will draw lots to
determine the order of selection.
The second phase will be a
regular free agent draft similar
to the one staged in June. The
clubs will draw in reverse or-
der to their finish in 1965 with
the Kansas City Athletics draft-
ing first and the Los Angeles
Dodgers last.
Players who are in college
will ht. _ineligible for the draft
until th eend of their sophomore
year There will be a closed
period extending from midnight
Jan. 13 to Jan. 29 during which
no amateur may be signed.
DEJECTED LOOKS
Having already broken all his New Year's
Woffy, a one ton walrus, looks glumly at the world through
plate glass window at his home underwater at Marine'
land of the Pacific. Resolutions don't keep very long under-
water, it seems. (UPI Telephoto)
resolutions,
.1
•
4 .4 • 4
"Pa
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall) MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
This Selection of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help
Make Things Easy For Mothers Who Have
Children In School — Shop Montesi Today
Golden Ripe Cabana
BANANAS
Lb.
ID BLACK JOE
BLACKEYE
PEAS 141/2 Oz.3 FOR 25,
ciFTAPE 
JELLY18 Oz, 25
LIMIT 3
5 LB. BAG
FRESH JARS
39'
HOGS HEAD
BY THE
PIECE
DOMINO OR GODCHAUX
SUGAR
4. 4. 41 8,
Witl% coupon and $5.00 oddition•I purchase, •xcluding volu•
of coupon rn•rchondis• (Fresh milk products and tobacco also
•sclutiod in compliance with otot• low). On• coupon p•r
custorain. Coupon •spiriss Noon Illspdn•sday Jon, 5.•
FRED MONTESI
NUTS
Doz.4 Limit
tf, •
CAMPBELL'S
231 PORK & BEANS
LIBBY'S
PEACHES
HALVES
29 Oz. 
2
FOR 4 9t
Limit 2
FRED MONTESI
MAYONNAISE
QT.
LIMIT 2
61/2 Oz. Can 2
Limit 3
LIBBY'S
KRAUT
16 Oz. 1
LIMIT 4
16 Oz. Cans
FOR
LIMIT 3
STARK 1ST
TUNA
CHUNK STYLE
5
ot ••.. %
•
•
'
vs. ;IVIS•
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College -Students Visit
Lester On Alumni Day
Lester High school observed grounds in English and mathe-
its fifth annual Alumni Day on matics, the cost of a college
Tuesday, Dec. 21, and present education, scholarships, loans
to share their experiences with and other student aid pro-
the high school students were grams.
college students representing a
number of schools. While on campus, thq.. stu-
Speakers for the ' program
were Walter Bulls, Tuskegee
Institute; Bishop Trotter, Mem-
phis State university; Miss
Faye Ward, Lincoln University
at Jefferson City, Mo., Miss
Barbara Lewis, Tennessee A dc
I State unversity, and Miss Pa-
tricia Conner, LeMoyne college.
The college students told
about camPus life, the impor-
tance of studying while in high
school, the need for good back.
dents visited classrooms and
talked with former t.,..achers
and schoolmates.
Following the program,
freshments were served
alumni and members of
senior class.
re-
the
the
The program is sponsored
jointly by the music and guid-
ance departments at Lester
High school.
' Robert H. Morris is principal
of the school.
GENERAL
HOME SERVICE
—4401611alliesneweasse.4..ustaassisiiinale
=le
 111111111,1111W
(It
FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE
DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966
Floor Models Reduced
$10000
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL ! Open Niles 'Ti! 9 I 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-117112 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-46111
Southern University's smart
basketball aggregation from
Baton Rouge, La., will invade
Bruce Hall this Saturday night,
Jan. 1, at 8 to battle LeMoyne
'College's clever Magicians.
The game promises to be one
of the best cage attractions
ever presented in Memphis.
At tihs stage of the season,
LeMoyne is one of the leaders
in the SIAC and Southern is
out front in the Southwest Con-
ference basketball race.
The classic is being sponsor-
ed by the Memphis LeMoyne
Alumni Club, headed by Elmer
,
•
TREE PLANTING CEREMONY — An oak tree was Wast-
ed in memory of Mrs. Minnie M. Brinkley In the inner gar-
den of Melrose High school by the City Beautiful Club of
the 61st Ward in the Orange Mound community, and stand-
ing to the right of the tree is the late Mrs. Brinkley's daugh-
ter, Mrs. Aline B. Lowe. Also participating in the service
was Principal Floyd Campbell, Rev. E. M. Young, Rev. E.
Bates, City Beautiful Commissioner Mrs. F. Rivers and
others.
Tree Ceremony Honors Mrs. Minnie M. Brinkley
The City Beautiful Club of
the 61st Ward in the Orange
Mound community paid tribute
to the late Mrs. Minnie M. of Melrose High school.
Brinkley with the planting of Mrs. Brinkley was he mo-
an oak tree in the inner garden 'ther of Mrs. Aline B. Lowe of
1229 David St., a mathematics
teacher at Carver High school,
11 who was on hand for the cere-
mony.
Mose Principal Floyd
Hall Saturday Night Campbell was the master ofE.ceremonies for the service. The opening prayer was by Rev. 
M. Young, music was offered
Jaguars Invade Bruce
L. Henderson, one of Le-
Moyne's all-time athletic greats.
'
chairman of the ticket commit-
tee which includes James Boyd, 
' fficial At SchenleyMrs. Letitia L. Poston is
Mrs. Ann Weathers, Alfred
Rudd and Mrs. Zana Warci.
$1.25 at the door. Denies Bias ChargeTickets are $1 in advance and
by the Melrose glee club, and
the purpose explained by Mrs.
Gertrude Bridgforth, the presi-
dent of the club.
Others' present were Mrs.
Corrine Cox, Mrs. Willie M.
Whitfield, Mrs. Ruth Whitsey,
Mrs. .110mmie S. Dickey, Mrs.
Hazel Allen, Mrs. Almeter
Lowe and her daughter. Carole.
Benediction for the service
was given by Rev. E. Bates.
LeMoyne Coach Jerry John-
son's starting five will probab-
ly consist of George Fed and
Richard—Davis at the forward
positions, William Hayes, cen-
ter, and Capt. James Sand-
ridge and Leon Mitchell at the
guard posts.
CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH
740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664
CREDIT
PROBLEMS?
REPOS,
1965 CHEVROLETS 16 To Choose From — All Types.
1964 CHEVROLETS 
1963 CHEVROLETS AM Types — 9 To
1962 CHEVROLETS All Types — 4 To
1960 CHEVYS
1957 CHEVYS
Choose From 
GOOD CREDIT WILL GET YOU HOT DEALS
NO MONEY DOWN - TAKE UP NOTES & RIDE!!!
BALANCE NOTE',
  s1950 559
'1280 '45
s980 '39
'860
660
490
Choose From 
6 To Choose From 
2 To Choose From 
1955s & '56s sigo
DON'T WAIT! INSTANT FINANCING!
CALL NOW!
FOR ANY INFORMATION, SEE OR CALL GERALD ACUFF, MGR
USED CAR DEPARTMENT
4 To Choose From
535
529
24
s16
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO SERVE YO
CALL OR COME BY TODAY 
•AAA,A,A,A,A,A,AA,A,A,AAA,A,A,AAA,AAA,AAAAAAAAAAAAA,A\AA,A,A,a
In a telegram to the Tri-State
Defender, an official of the
Schenley Industries, Inc., in
New-York, said there is no ra-
cial discrimination at Schenley,
and that persons seeking to fo-
ment strife within the company
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
7 CONVENIENTLOCATIONS
WeifRI 'WKS DK/ YOU
0(1 PRIFERIAMAL
SERVICE'.
may 1966 be
a bountiful
year for you.
ROBERT'S Esso
Station
193 S. lauderialt at Beall
525.9576
L. A. Girl, 17,
Rose Bowl Queen
LOS ANGELES — (NN) —
When the 1966 "A World of Cul-
ture" float sponsored by the
Negro community proudly pass-
es in review during the Pasa-
dena Tournament of Roses pa-
rade New Year's Day, a beau-
tiful, sparklingeyed 17-year-old
Los Angeles high school senior
will be poised proudly and smil-
ingly atop.
Clarece English, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 0. Eng-
lish, was chosen for the regal
honor from among 12 candi-
dates during a coronation ball
In the International hotel. More
Ithan 1,000 applauded her selec-
I .bon.
"A World of Culture," de-
picting contributions to the mu-
sical arts — particularly those
of Marian Anderson and Louis
Armstrong — is the third float
and scholarship program spon-
sored by the Centennial Rose
Parade committee.
The committee as founded
In 1962 by Mrs. Gertrude Mat-
son, teacher and mother of
football star 011ie Matson.
Its purpose is to bring cul-
tural, historical, and social con-
tributions of Negro Americans
before the public. This year
the non-profit group is seeking
$50,000 for its 1966 float and
scholarships.
$10,015 Awarded For
'Summer Science Study
LeMoyne College has been
awarded a $10,015 grant by the
National Science Foundation for
support of a Secondary Science
Training Program.
It will be a six-week summer
project conducted by Dr. Wal-
ter W. Gibson, Sr., chairman of
LeMoyne's natural science di-
vision.
TRY THESE TUAI TISTED PRODUC
Robinson's Therapeutic Formula
VITAMIN CAPS,
100  $4.95
Robinson's Vitamin B with Iron
The Perfect Tonic
For the Aged and Convalescent
p , $1.50
CR EO-VEN
This Cough Rem•dy contains
creosot• in a malt bas• with
other m•di c n•s us•ful in
coughs and colds.
Summer or Winter
4-OUNCE 
$1•00BOTTLE 
Iron, Quinine and
Strychnine
with Pepsin
_ Pints $2.00
James S. Robinson
APOTHECARY
22 N. Second St. Est. 1869
One of Amerma's Greatest Exclusive Drug Stores
JA 6-6876
are "misleading well-meaning
The statement was issued by t New subscript •ion Ordercitizens."
Arthur Ralph following the
threat of a boycott by the Con-
gress on Racial Equality. The
full text of his message follows:
On July 16, 1936, a Schenley
plant (Finch at Schenley, Pa.,)
became the first U. S. Distillery_
to sign a union contract cover-
ing production workers. At
about the same time, Schenley
initiated its practice of insist- TO
ing on the union insignia on all
printed material, including bot-
tle labels.
-Since 1941, all Schenley pro-
ducts have been 100 per cent
union-made. As of August 31,
1965, Schenley had 62 contracts
with 59 local unions represent-
ing 16 international unions.
CITED BY UNION
"Schenley is the only distill-
ing company that has qualified
consistently over the years for
exhibition of its products at the
annual Union Label Show.
Twice in the last two years,
Schenley has been named 'La-
bor's Union Firm of the
Month." by the Union Label
and Service Trades Department
of the State of New York and
Long Island.
"In California, all of Schen-
ley's wine-making operations
are fully unionized, from grape
picking to final bottling. Grape
picking and arbor pruning are
agricultural operations. No
union has been chosen by the
agricultural workers to repre-
sent them in any of the Cali-
fornia vineyards.
For most part, agricultural
workers in vineyards operations
are of Mexican extraction and
are employed for the harvest-
ing and pruning season in the
valley region around Delano.
They then move on to harvests
in other parts of California and
elsewheie.
"Here in the East — and
every place else outside of Cali-
fornia — Schenley has no
grape-growing operations and
does not employ agricultural
labor.
"The groups which seek to
foment racial strife herein are
misleading well-meaning citi-
zens because ther 'is no racial
discriminaton involved," Mr.
Ralph wired.
Harlemite Heads
Uptown Chamber
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
saw•••••••-.....-wwwwww-ww•-••••.-
THE NEW(TRI-STATE DEFENDER
I.
I Street Address Zone No. 
Vete t• •
Classifie
HELP WANTED
• PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
inotyre oicrators, proof
-evicts and flourincn. Only ex
leriented personnel shoOd ap
Oly. \Vide, Personncl Dept. cc'
Chicago Dcrime-r, 2400 S
Michigan Ave., Chic ago .061R
Illinois.
SALES PEOPLE --- MALE AND FE-
male. Part or runtime. Good con.-
ininalon. Apply In person. 1459 8.
Bellevue. Phone 946-1182.
MAIDS. GUARANTEED N.Y. LIVE-1N
JOBS to $60 weekly. Fare advanced.
Rush references HA Roi.n Ar,ENCY.
Dept 654. LYNBROOK. N Y.
Special Services
Wigs 100% Human Orle 'X Hair
Handmade. Value at $180. our price
$90. Machine mad*, value at $90 Low
as $45 Cash and Lay way plan. Agent
Wanted titioon Ba nee Import & Ez•
{sc./. ems Horn Lake 4tri., Memph.s,
Tenn. Ph. 398-10118
nes 
NEW YORK — (NPI) — A
prominent Harlem lawyer and
civic leader, has been electe(i
president of the Uptown Cham
ber of Commerce, the 408-mem-
ber private agency represent
ing the community's major
.
business establishments.
Atty. Hope R. Stevens, elect
ed last month, will serve out
the unexpird terms of Col Leo-
pold Phillip, who died on Nov.
7. The term runs through next
April.
Ads...
Special Services
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES
-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARC
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PM. FA 7-6033_,
For Sale Misc.
Household furniture and rwmc for sale
Du not call after 9 P.M. 942-4231
4
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 St 178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164.1111 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6443'0
